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Introduction: Charting a Multidisciplinary Collaboration
On March 25, 1988, Puerto Rican choreographer Merián Soto bursts onto the
performance stage of P.S. 122 (now Performance Space) in the East Village, Manhattan, dressed
in a white printed sleeveless jumpsuit. 1 The theater is filled with the sounds of a remixed take on
Puerto Rican singer and dancer Iris Chacón’s “Caramelo y Chocolate” (1972). 2 Soto moves
across the stage in a series of movements that suggest a number of dance approaches, Latin
dance styles to modern. The P.S.122 stage is transformed by Puerto Rican installation artist
Pepón Osorio. Multi-patterned black-and-white fabrics cover the stage and audience seating
immersing the spectators in the performance experience (Fig. 1). Slightly of center stage, is an
extravagant chandelier decorated with a plethora objects (from plastic palm trees to Catholic
saints), post-performance known as El Chandelier (1988), giving the stage the crowning fixture
of a living space (Fig. 2). The solo concludes, and stage left a video plays, skipping different
“channels” until the prominent sounds of a saxophone in Puerto Rican singer Lunna’s “Si Vivir
Contigo” (1987) introduces another element to the performance.3 Titled No Regrets, this
collaborative multidisciplinary performance by Osorio and Soto tells the story of Bronx-based

1

This description and analysis of No Regrets is based on a recording of March 25, 1988 premiere at P.S.122
provided to the author by Merián Soto, as well as a recording of the October 28, 1988 performance at the Dance
Theater Workshop, New York, archived at Jerome Robbins Dance Division of The New York Public Library. Pepón
Osorio and Merián Soto, No Regrets. Concept and direction by Merián Soto and Pepón Osorio. Performance Space
122, NY, March 25, 1988. 55 mins. Video on private Vimeo account, access provided to the author by the artist
Merián Soto, March 14, 2020; Pepón Osorio and Merián Soto, No Regrets. Video recording by Video D Studios,
concept and direction by Merián Soto and Pepón Osorio. Dance Theater Workshop, NY, October 28, 1988. 59 mins.
Videocassette, NTSC. Dance Theater Workshop Video Archive, New York Public Library Digital Collections,
accessed, January 17, 2020, http://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/5cc4a1b0-6f29-0131-9cac-3c075448cc4b
2

Iris Chacón (1950-) is a Puerto Rican singer, dancer, and entertainer that had hosted her own television show
during the 1970s and 1980s. Susanne Ramírez de Arellano, “Our Conversation with Beloved Latina Legend Iris
Chacón,” NBC News Latino, June 16, 2016, https://www.nbcnews.com/news/latino/our-conversation-belovedlatina-legend-iris-chac-n-n584926
3

“Biografías: Lunna,” Fundación Nacional para la Cultura Popular, Accessed April 10, 2021,
https://prpop.org/biografias/lunna/
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Puerto Rican María, a working-class married mother of two, telenovela devotee, fabric store
employee, who is at an impasse in her life. 4 Through video the audience is presented with the
opening credits of a telenovela, or soap opera, that recounts María’s tale presenting the cast of
characters (friends, husband, paramour) all with the backdrop of the Bronx (Fig. 3). The soap
opera video segments are supplemented and layered with a slideshow projected on the back of
the stage, taking the form of a fotonovela, a cross between a comic book and romance novel (Fig.
4).
By 1988, and the presentation of their work No Regrets, Osorio and Soto were in the
midst of a ten-year trajectory of joint artistic production, which they were developing alongside
their respective individual practices in installation and dance and performance. The artists’ joint
oeuvre began taking shape in the late 1970s into the early 1980s, with early exchanges testing the
waters of their combined possibilities. Osorio and Soto found their stride with Cocinando
(Cooking) (1985), presented P.S.1 (now MoMA P.S.1), and continued pursing their shared vision
until the mid-1990s, with their final project Familias (Families) (1995), presented at the Hostos
Center for Art and Culture, Bronx, New York.
Through this period of exchanges and joint projects, the artists pursued their own
interests, which lead to respective practices that continued threads from their earlier
investigations. Osorio’s installations and objects in the performances gave way to definitive
installations like his 1993 Whitney Biennial installation Scene of the Crime (Whose Crime?)
(1993), staging the aftermath of domestic violence, complete with caution tape around the
apartment, and asking the question of who is responsible for the perpetuation of narratives of
violence in and about Latinx communities; Trials and Turbulence (2004), the culmination of a

4

Merián Soto, “No Regrets: Access and Legitimacy,” Movement Research Performance Journal 20 (Winter/Spring
2000): 16.

2

residency at the Philadelphia Department of Human Services (DHS), led Osorio to transform the
galleries at ICA Philadelphia into a DHS living and working environment. 5 In her choreographic
practice Soto delves into further explorations with salsa, leaning into and celebrating its
improvisational and democratic nature with works like Sacude (1991) and Así se baila un Son
(How to Dance a Son Montuno) (1999). Soto has also pursued other avenues related to nature
and the consciousness of movement with her award-winning One Year Wissahickon Park Project
(2007-2008). Part of series of site adaptive works, this project “investigat[ed] correspondences
between movement, the elements, physical experience, alignment, balance, consciousness, and
performance.”6
Considering that Osorio and Soto’s joint projects were presented at numerous dance and
performance venues in New York City, and were included in the respective scholarship on the
artists, the joint works have been under-considered as a complete body of work. Inextricably
related to and developed alongside Osorio and Soto’s individual practices for a period of ten
years (1985-1995), the artists’ joint projects have yet to be assessed in relation to their
collaborative approach, multidisciplinary framework, and their thematic explorations of the
particulars and nuances of culturally specific subject matter. These defining qualities are some of
the very reasons that Osorio and Soto’s joint oeuvre has heretofore to receive an overarching
assessment. The scholarship on them as individuals has mostly remained within the parameters
single-artist scholarship. Another factor that contributes to the limited analysis of these works
within the scholarship is the time-based nature of these performances. Although these thirty-

5

Jennifer González, “Signs from Home,” in Pepón Osorio (Los Angeles, CA: UCLA Chicano Studies Research
Center Press, 2013), 32-37; González, “Institutional Displacement,” in Pepón Osorio, 60-69.

6

Merián Soto, “One Year Wissahickon Park Project OYMPP,” Merián Soto/Branch Dance Series, Merián Soto,
accessed April 24, 2021, http://www.meriansoto.com/credits.html

3

minute to hour-long performances were presented in multiple showings at the time of their
creation, post-performance access to recordings and images is limited. Furthermore, as with all
performing arts, there is the matter of experiencing the performative vision of these projects,
which cannot be replicated in recordings. In the case of Osorio and Soto’s works in particular,
this experience goes beyond the dance and performance, to include the installations by Osorio
that encompassed the theater space and installations that were simultaneously present as one
experienced all other components by all contributors (video, photo, performance, dance, and
music). Aspects of the performances could have been missed in recordings that focus on a
specific moment, and that produced detailed shots depriving the audience of the full picture.
Taking a measured glance at the current scholarship, specifically with an emphasis on
collaboration, multidisciplinary structure, and culturally-specific themes will be how this thesis
contributes further reflection on Osorio and Soto’s joint projects.
Collaborative and Multidisciplinary
In the case of Osorio and Soto’s joint body of work, their collaborative approach is
inextricable from the multidisciplinary conceptualization of these projects. Solely considering
one artist’s contribution, zeroing on one medium, reading one component as more effective than
the other, or limiting descriptive accounts of the works, undermines the inherently
multidisciplinary and collaborative conceptualization of these projects and the fundamentals of
the artists’ shared vision. First, we start with current scholarship on Osorio, that early on
recognized these joint projects. Published alongside Osorio’s first retrospective at El Museo del
Barrio in 1991, Pepón Osorio: Con ‘to los Hierros remains a key text on the artist’s practice
before 1991. Consequently, the catalogue texts feature the collaborative projects prominently,
both in terms of their thematic relationship with Osorio’s sculptural objects and installation

4

practice, but also in relation to key thematic threads in his work and to the importance of
collaboration.
Two essays in Pepón Osorio: Con to’ los Hierros address Osorio’s joint projects with
Soto. While they are ultimately limited assessments, they do provide a starting point of analysis
on these works from within their active period. Susana Torruella Leval, curator of the exhibition,
introduced the approaches that informed these early works included in the exhibition, notably
including one of the performance installations. 7 Leval marks 1985 as a definitive moment in
Osorio’s practice, as he broke with early abstract work to implement a strategy of transformation
rooted in Puerto Rican popular culture and history. 8 It is no coincidence the date coincides with
Cocinando, which Leval viewed as a critical project that defined both Osorio’s and Soto’s
conceptual language as one concerned with “creating within your context.” 9 In her analysis,
Leval assesses the collaborative projects alongside Osorio’s objects, both those created for these
performances and not. She discusses Cocinando, No Regrets, Broken Hearts (1990) and the then
recent work Referencias (References) (1990), focusing not only on the culturally specific themes
that flow between the collaborative projects and Osorio’s objects and installations, but also on
the centrality of collaborative work to Osorio’s practice. In 1991 the collaborative approach was
most acutely visible in his engagement with dance and performance. But, this thesis will also

7

Among the exhibition’s checklist were the works conceived for performances: La Bicicleta (The Bicycle) (1985),
El Chandelier (The Chandelier) (1988), and A Mis Adorables Hijas (To My Darling Daughters) (1990). It also
included the set design for the multidisciplinary performance Broken Hearst (for which A Mis Adorables Hijas was
made). “Checklist/Lista de Obras,” in Con to' Los Hierros: A Retrospective of the Work of Pepón Osorio (New
York, NY: El Museo del Barrio, 1991), 43.
8

Susana Torruella Leval, “Con to' Los Hierros,” in Con to' Los Hierros, 7.

9

This author uses Leval’s translation from Spanish: “Crear dentro de lo suyo…con la intención clara de una
conexión con mi cultura natal...integrar quien soy con mi obra…que se viese dentro del contexto puertorriqueño.”
Leval, “Con to' Los Hierros,” 8, Endnote No. 8. Leval interview with the artist on February 6, 1990.
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examine the joint projects that came after Leval’s assessment, up through the culminating
collaboration with the South Bronx community in Familias (1995). 10
In the second catalogue essay, David R. White, Director and Executive Producer at the
Dance Theater Workshop (DTW) from 1975-2003, where Osorio and Soto presented some of
their joint works, maps the trajectory of the performances from the framework of “recovery” and
“appropriation,” and notes the importance of Soto’s role within this oeuvre. White’s performance
focus informs his assessment of Osorio and Soto’s joint oeuvre. These terms, claimed by Osorio
himself, have a particular context. Recovery, or more accurately, the translated word rescatar, is
drawn from los rescatadores de terrenos (rescuers of the land), groups of Puerto Ricans that
claimed unoccupied land for living during the 1960s, and after years were granted government
issued legitimacy to their tenancy. This sense of recovery constitutes an act of appropriation in
order to survive. What particularly stands out is the assertion of “the primacy of the intimate
nuclear structure of culture—be it the family of the neighborhood—over the implacable
economic and political ideologies beyond its bounds.” 11 Furthermore the mass diffusion of
people and culture between Puerto Rico and the United States, provided “new impetus to the
obligation of rescatar for an emergent generation of artists, writers, intellectuals, political
activists, and indeed ordinary people.” 12 White situated Osorio’s practice within this lineage of
recoverers, rescuers, appropriators, and looked beyond the typical art exhibition spaces of the
museum and gallery to assess how Osorio was asserting cultural narratives and aesthetics.

10

Ibid., 16.

11

David R. White, “Rescatar y Descargar: Unmelting the Pot,” in Con to' Los Hierros, 23.

12

White, “Rescatar y Descargar,” 23.

6

White also identifies the shift that took place in 1985, both for Osorio and Soto, and
frames it in relation to the earlier work Escalio (1984). In Escalio, Soto and early collaborator
Patti Bradshaw enter Osorio’s installation of objects resembling dwellings made of wood and
cloth on a soil-covered gallery floor. Soto and Bradshaw’s movements progressively move away
from labor focused actions to those that express all-out abandon. For White the shift in their
practice, which would come to fruition a year later in Cocinando, was the result of the fact that
the work’s installation and performance meant to simplify its reference to the Puerto Rican
nationalist and poet Clemente Soto Velez’s work Escalio (1937). 13 The visual material and the
performance rituals of the piece were universal. The lack of specificity was a primary concern
for both Osorio and Soto, and their central task, White states, would be to ask themselves “how
they could construct and invest in a frame to capture their culture and simultaneously set it
free.”14 White briefly summarizes the thematic concerns of each of the works that followed
Escalio, from Cocinando presented at P.S.1 to Referencias for the performance series of “The
Decade Show.”
In Osorio and Soto’s multidisciplinary projects, their performance component became “a
foil for Soto’s visual vocabulary—the potential for change conditioned by the direct relationship
between the public and the artist,” according to White. 15 He argues that the recovering mindset
that defines the performances, also produces la descarga, an unloading of the process of
recovering, that produces an experiential moment for audiences. This experience is produced by
“materials, intensity, and imagination in a luminous moment of revelations,” which poetically

13

Ibid., 25.

14

Ibid.

15

Ibid.
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seek to express the “aspiration of improvisation and the essence of magic.” 16 In other words,
Osorio and Soto’s joint projects result in a convergence of visual and performative magic.
Although he makes perceptive observations, White does not provide adequate descriptive
accounts or analysis of the multidisciplinary structure that produces this experience of
convergence, which is integral to any understanding of Osorio and Soto’s performances. Leval,
White, and more recent scholars, fall short of providing an in-depth account of the experiential
particulars of these works. This thesis demonstrates that further exploration of the artists’
multidisciplinary collaborations allows for a greater understanding of the nuances of their subject
matter, which include multifaceted views of Puerto Rican history and culture, popular culture,
aesthetics, and family—as well as the refutation of the supremacy of the artist as sole creator.
Currently, the only chronology of Osorio and Soto’s collaborative works was compiled
for Pepón Osorio: Door to Door = Pepón Osorio: De Puerta en Puerta (2000), which was
published in conjunction with the presentation of four installations by the artist in San Juan,
Puerto Rico. A vital source of information for this author’s assessment of the joint projects, it
notes each project’s entire collaborative team, beyond Osorio and Soto, the locations and dates of
presentations, and includes brief summaries of certain performances. It ultimately, however,
again provides a limited look at these multidisciplinary works and fails to provide enough detail
or analysis. Door to Door focuses on Osorio’s installation works, but authors Marimar Benitez
and Teremar Pumarada’s performance chronology provides the basic information on the
exchanges and joint projects, beginning with an early performance by Soto, Sueño de Malanga
(1980) (in which Osorio was contributor and participant), and ending with their final
collaboration Familias, the collaborative exchange between Pepatián and families from the South

16

Ibid., 29.

8

Bronx. 17 The chronology focuses on Cocinando, No Regrets, Broken Hearts, Historias, and
Familias, with short descriptions. Benitez and Pumarada’s brief insights into these projects
informed the selection of works that form the focus of this thesis and that are critical to an
expanded account of Osorio and Soto’s performance trajectory.
Jennifer A. González’s recent monographic publication, Pepón Osorio (2013), notes the
importance of Osorio’s contact with the experimental performance community facilitated by
Soto, but does not provide full accounts of their joint projects that featured prominently in his
practice for over ten years. 18 Like other monographs, González focuses on Osorio’s specific
contributions and how they informed his “materialist, dialogic, and collaborative” practice.19 The
collaborative projects that spanned the second half of the 1980s are briefly mentioned, and
Cocinando is singled out as an amalgamation of critical concerns (recuperation of vernacular
traditions, spatial politics, and a squatter's penchant for temporary, site-specific architecture.) 20
But, the author focuses on particular objects by Osorio that came out of these performances, even
as she affirms they were not conceived to be "static, gallery-oriented work” but rather as
components of larger multidisciplinary assembles. 21 Furthermore, since González does not
address any of the collaborative performances after Broken Hearts, particularly the later
prominent multiyear projects, this thesis, in response, establishes a more expansive and complete
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chronological overview.
Beyond recent interviews and writings by Soto herself, most of the writing on her work
take the form of focused analyses on one project or performance reviews that together provide a
general account of her artistic practice, but only lead to spotty accounts of her collaborations.
Most of this writing is focused on dance and performance and it does not adequately address her
collaborations with Osorio. Turning to project-specific scholarship on these shared projects in a
chronological order, first is dance historian and critic Sally Banes’s “La Onda Próxima: Nuevo
Latina Dance” (1994). Although examining only No Regrets, Banes provides key context on
Soto’s choreographic practice. As part of a larger project of examining the articulation of identity
among contemporary American choreographers, Banes wrote about a group of New York-based
“Latina choreographers” that, because of their affiliation with postmodernism, were willing to
identify themselves as “bicultural.” Soto is among the artists Banes discusses in this group. 22
These choreographers emerged in the 1980s and 1990s, presenting a wide spectrum of
choreographic approaches at downtown venues like the Dance Theater Workshop (DTW) and
P.S.122, among others. Banes’s goal to examine the strategies of pursuing representation in
dance that inherently challenge master narratives and the myth of homogeneity within culture,
was an attempt to address the lack of consideration of dance “as a site where experience and
knowledge is produced.” 23 In analyzing these choreographers under the umbrella of Latinidad,
Banes emphasizes that their work comes to be situated as neither fully integrated into the
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downtown scene of predominantly white avant-garde spaces nor within the dance scenes of their
respective communities.
As a dance scholar and critic, Banes focuses on what is the most visible component in
projects that were perceived and reviewed as dance, but does not dismiss the role of video,
slides, and installation. Banes specifically wrote about No Regrets (1988), and the role of dance
plays in manifesting the interior lives of characters in the narrative in ways that were abstract. 24
In conversation with Banes, Soto emphasized her goal of not only presenting the harsh realities
faced by some Puerto Ricans, but also, through storyline and movement, offering transformation
and agency. Banes astutely noted that audiences were challenged to see multiple layers of
meaning in the seemingly abstract movement. 25 Banes clearly understood Soto’s contribution
and the role the performative element played in the projects.
Soto wrote reflections on two collaborations with Osorio, first on Familias, then on No
Regrets, for Movement Research Performance Journal. The texts provide insight on these
multidisciplinary works and highlight the importance of her collaborations with Osorio. In 1997,
Soto reflected on their last collaboration, Familias, providing insight into the project’s intent,
chronology, exploration of collaboration, and the project’s success from the perspective of the
artist. Soto’s account provides a vital understanding of how the project developed over the
course of its fifteen-month development through the process of a deeply collaborative exchange
with South Bronx Community members. 26 Furthermore, it provided context for the arc of
collaboration within the Osorio and Soto’s joint oeuvre, which moved from the artists’
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collaborations to those with a broader community. In 2000, Soto reflected on No Regrets, from
the perspective of the viability of performance as a way of investigating “working-class subject
matter of Latinos and popular forms.” Throughout the 1980s, Soto saw herself as making the
conscious decision to prioritize an aesthetic of “creativity, inventiveness, and resourcefulness in
its multiple manifestations” that reflected her experience living and working in the South
Bronx. 27
Jane Gabriels’s dissertation, “Choreographies of Community: Familias and its impact in
the South Bronx,” is a recent assessment of the creation, performance, and reception of Familias,
with an emphasis on community-based art making and its future. Limiting her analysis to one
project, Gabriels provides a comprehensive reflection on the specificity of the project to the
South Bronx, engaging with all players in the development of Familias, from Osorio and Soto, to
dancers Kathy Westwater and James Adlesic, to former Hostos Center for the Arts and Culture
Director Wally Edgecombe. As a co-director of Pepatián, Gabriels’s unique perspective provided
this author with a deeper understanding of the dynamics of community art organizations, as well
as providing insightful conversations with Soto. 28
Finally, a vital source of biographic information on Soto is an interview conducted in
2017 by performance scholar Ramón H. Rivera-Servera for the Dance Oral History Project of the
Jerome Robbins Dance Division, The New York Public Library. 29 This interview follows a 2014
conversation moderated by Rivera-Servera between Soto and fellow dancers and choreographers
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Viveca Vázquez and Arthur Avilés for Conversations Across the Field of Dance Studies. 30 In the
2017 interview, Soto and Rivera-Servera delve deeper into her trajectory as an artist and zero in
on certain works, such as Cocinando, and the use of terms like rescatadores, describing her
artistic partnership with Osorio, including their shifting to a larger scale in No Regrets and
Familias. Rivera-Servera’s interview situates Soto’s projects with Osorio within the context of
the U.S. wrestling with Multiculturalism, particularly as it relates to Hispanidad and Latinidad,
elaborating on the importance of their projects to these themes. 31 Furthermore, he notes that
these collaborations played a significant role in the growth of Latino experimental dance and
conceptual art practice in New York City. 32
To Assess a Collaboration
Osorio and Soto’s collaborative practice span the rise, peak, and fall of the
“multiculturalism” conversation of the 1980s and 1990s in the United States, which pushed for
space for undervalued and underrepresented perspectives. Osorio’s and Soto’s joint works
engage with community and cultural specificity in ways that challenge internal (meaning within
the cultural group) and external (meaning outside groups) perceptions and performances of
culture. Grounded in Puerto Rican, Nuyorican, and Latinx experiences as a response to the
predominant Anglo culture that systematically excluded perspectives from outside the U.S.European axis, their work has also aimed to present sociocultural nuances within these
experiences. The artists embraced a collaborative practice that, rather than aimed at the
production of art objects, instead sought to engage artists and audiences in an immersive
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experience. Not only are these works foundational to Osorio and Soto’s respective careers, as
platforms to explore their shared interests and the source of conceptual threads continued postcollaboration, but also these works challenged conventional ideas of artistic production and its
subsequent analysis.
This thesis provides a chronologically ordered assessment of Osorio and Soto’s joint
oeuvre. Its three chapters map out the development of their projects over the course of
approximately fifteen years of exchange, and ten years of shared projects, analyzing six specific
performances. Osorio and Soto’s works are considered through their collaborative approach to
artmaking, multidisciplinary composition and structure, and nuanced examinations of culturally
specific narratives.
In Chapter One: From Exchange to Collaboration (1979-85), Osorio and Soto’s
development as artists and the initial development of their collaboration are discussed, with an
emphasis on two early works that set the tone for their collaborative oeuvre: Escalio (1984) and
Cocinando (1985). Both born in Puerto Rico in the mid-1950s, the artists moved to New York
City in the mid-1970s. Based in the Bronx, Osorio pursued and completed a degree in sociology
and began working as a social worker, while simultaneously pursuing an art practice grounded in
abstraction. 33 Osorio’s contact with different art worlds in New York City, uptown in the Bronx
in the heart of the Puerto Rican diaspora community, and the downtown Manhattan
contemporary dance community, shaped his understanding of artistic possibilities and the
complex hierarchies of class and race that affected artists’ visibility. 34 The bridging of these
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spheres was facilitated by Soto, who trained as a ballet dancer in Puerto Rico and New York City
prior to enrolling in New York University. Her move to New York City marked her integration
of contemporary dance and performance, and her involvement with a community of Puerto Rican
artists in the city. 35 Meeting through their respective networks, Soto and Osorio began to bring
each other into their individual projects, moving closer and closer to an explicit collaboration. In
their own words, these initial inclusions were about their respective creative pursuits, getting to
know one another, and pursuing conviviality. 36
Their artistic exchanges took a tentative first step with Escalio (1984), an homage to
Osorio’s mentor, the Puerto Rican poet, journalist, and activist Clemente Soto Vélez, which they
presented in 1984 at Osorio’s one-person show at El Museo del Barrio. Soto and Patti Bradshaw
contributed the performance element. A year later for P.S.1’s (now MoMA PS1) Spring Dance
Series: Dance and Popular Culture, Osorio and Soto jointly conceptualized Cocinando, the start
of a ten-year trajectory of work together. Soto deconstructed salsa and incorporated the Judson
school’s overarching embrace of quotidian movement, while Osorio constructed a set of
everyday furniture and decorative elements during the progression of the performance.
Cocinando uses the narrative of land rescue as a metaphor for the recuperation of Puerto Rican
cultural traditions.37 Furthermore, transformation is articulated by the notion of cooking, taking
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different elements and creating something, presenting the Puerto Rican version of “never accept
anything that is given to you.” 38
Between 1985 and 1990, their collaborations continued to develop. Chapter Two: No
Regrets (1988) and Broken Hearts (1990) focuses on how Osorio and Soto engaged three
concepts—collaboration, multidisciplinary approach, and complex cultural narratives—in
increasingly ambitious projects. From 1988 and 1990, they focused on two projects. The first, No
Regrets, as mentioned above, tells the tale of a Bronx-based Puerto Rican woman’s trials and
tribulations with the responsibilities and relationships in her life, through framework of soap
operas. The story is dynamically conveyed through the combination of dance, installation, music,
video, and slideshow. Soto’s interspersed dance segments as public reflections the heroine’s
innermost feelings, and Osorio ornamented living room installation, assert and negotiate
culturally specific narratives. Osorio and Soto created a performance aware of the melodramatic
and sexist tropes presented in soap operas, subverting them by having the heroine choose herself
instead of a relationship. Moreover, No Regrets was performed outside of New York City
through the Tour de Fuerza: Nuevo Latino Dance. 39
Their next performance, Broken Hearts, turned to Puerto Rican migration during the
1950s, under the controversial government program for rapid industrialization post-WWII
known as “Operation Bootstrap.” 40 Once more, they choose a female perspective from which to
present the migration and subsequent creation of two Puerto Rican cultural centers. Soto’s
choreography, which was created in collaboration with her dancers, aimed to convey a range of
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emotions experienced by individuals in migratory “transcultural experience[es].” 41 Osorio’s
props and installation included everyday objects, from a model airplane whirling high above the
stage to a velvet camelback sofa placed amongst the audience’s seats; he inserted popular
aesthetics and objects as repositories of memory. Complementing Osorio and Soto’s respective
artistic approaches to the migratory experience, Alfredo Béjar and Ela Troyano compiled
archival footage that was projected on the stage in brief segments, which added layers of
historical texture; one showed a woman discussing the disillusionment that Puerto Ricans found
after moving to New York City.
Chapter Three: When Collaborations End: Historias (1992) and Familias (1995)
addresses Osorio and Soto’s final two collaborations, which were thematically and
collaboratively ambitious. During the 1990s Osorio and Soto continued to undertake numerous
projects outside their joint projects, but these last two collaborations would be their most
ambitious and wide reaching. Historias, a commissioned project, toured nationally and
internationally reaching a number of audiences through performances, workshops, lectures, and
other activities.42 In the performance, scenes of Puerto Rican history presented an
unquestionably political representation of the historic experience of systematic violence against a
people. Furthermore, Historias maximized the possibilities of a multidisciplinary approach by
incorporating archival sources, dance, performance, music, installation, film, video, and
photography. 43 Osorio’s installation set the scene for the performance with images of enslaved
individuals in a variety of scenes enveloping theater space. Soto’s choreography, again an act of
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collaboration with her dancers, highlighted the body as a repository of expression for Puerto
Rican historical trauma, at times gesturing to labor related movement or collapsing on stage as an
expression of the never-ending cycle of police violence.
Osorio and Soto’s final joint work, Familias (1995), closed the chapter on their
collaborative practice and required an unprecedented level of collaboration. The artists, with
support from Edgecombe, conceptualized a project that allowed them to create art with and about
their adopted community of the South Bronx. The work was created over the course of three
residencies at the Hostos Center and was developed and presented in the heart of the South
Bronx, inaugurating the new Hostos Center for the Arts and Culture. Over the course of their
residencies, community members were invited to participate in whatever way they wanted to;
select families established deep exchanges with the creative team, some elected to participate in
the performance, and others provided feedback. Familias reflected with the Bronx community on
the concept of family and how the “answers to the question were [to be] translated to
movement.”44 Familias refused a straightforward narrative, instead choosing to exist in a zone of
expression in-between archetypes and direct references.
In assessing the trajectory of Osorio and Soto’s joint-projects, from inception to
conclusion not only does this thesis expand the established reading of these collaborative
multidisciplinary projects, and their place within the artists’ practices, but also considers the
possibilities of the artists’ approach as an expansive strategy for tackling the nuances of cultural
narratives.
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Chapter 1: From Exchange to Collaboration (1979-85)
This chapter discusses two early performances of Pepón Osorio and Merián Soto’s
artistic collaboration, Escalio (1984) and Cocinando (1985). Beginning with the inception of
Osorio and Soto’s respective art practices, their meeting in New York City, their initial artistic
exchanges, and the development of their shared multidisciplinary collaborative approach for the
investigation of culturally specific themes tied to their Puerto Rican experience. Principally
looking at Escalio, as an early experimentation with markers of their shared thematic and
aesthetic concerns, and Cocinando, their first of a decade-long trajectory of multidisciplinary
collaborative work.
Beginnings: Pepón Osorio
Benjamín “Pepón” Osorio moved to New York City in 1975 searching for new
opportunities, like generations of Puerto Ricans before him. Born in 1955 in Santurce, one of the
eighteen districts of San Juan, to a middle-class family, Osorio’s early creative pursuits varied. 45
He created objects and costumes for stage performances with his sister and assisted his father’s
cake-decorating work. As noted by art historian Jennifer A. González, Osorio was exposed to
creative approaches that embraced, “everyday materials and spaces into sites of ritual and public
encounter.” 46 The Osorio family’s social circle was deeply informed by their Catholic faith.
Catholicism’s vast iconography, from the pantheon of saints to the ornate altars, and its aesthetic
and formal strategies would be factor in Osorio’s artistic practice, even as he became
disillusioned by what he saw as the strictures and hypocrisy of the church. 47
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The dynamics of class and race played a role in the ways in which Osorio and his family
navigated the world. During Osorio’s childhood in the 1960s, his family moved to the Puerto
Nuevo housing development in Hato Rey, another barrio of San Juan. Puerto Nuevo was part of
the wave of urban development that swept Puerto Rico in the 1950s and 1960s. 48 As the only
Afro-Puerto Rican residents of Puerto Nuevo at the time, Osorio remembers having witnessed
how his family anxieties began to rise with any sign of racial difference, “one of his first
experiences of the subtle divide that can exist between worlds.”49
In 1973, a month-long stay at his uncle’s house in the South Bronx made a profound
impact on Osorio. The experience showed him a viable path for opportunities beyond those in
Puerto Rico, and offered him a different perspective on Puerto Rican identity. Osorio attended
his first formal art class while in high school, but ultimately pursued sociology for two years at
the Universidad Interamericana de Puerto Rico. Although he was accepted to New York
University’s School of Social Work in 1975, because of tuition expenses, after initially enrolling
at NYU, Osorio transferred to Herbert H. Lehman College in the Bronx, where he completed a
degree in sociology in 1978. González noted, not only did “his status as a colonized citizen of the
United States [come] into relief,” he also understood that “being Puerto Rican had an entirely
different political valence on the mainland.” 50 In New York City, the illusion of social mobility
was shattered, and the Puerto Rican community remained politicized and charged with the
possibility and necessity of social change by the Black Panthers and the Young Lords in the
aftermath of the Civil Rights movement.
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In New York Osorio began to participate in activist groups, working as a community
organizer in the Bronx and in uptown art networks. Osorio supported the United Bronx Parents,
an organization that sought to better educational opportunities and public programs for children
in the borough. Osorio became inspired by figures like community activists, sisters Evelina
López Antonetty (1922-1984) and Elba Cabrera (1933-). 51 He participated in political actions
that involved collaborative efforts to stage spectacles, like a community-wide march protesting
the glorified representations of police and racist portrayals of Latinx people in the film Fort
Apache, the Bronx (1981).52 He also joined demonstrations against poor nutrition in public
school lunches organized by the United Bronx Parents by creating posters and participated in
collective actions, like dumping wasted school lunches on the steps of City Hall. 53
Osorio moved to an apartment on 164th street near Grand Concourse in the Bronx in
1976 where he became close with a community of Puerto Rican artists, establishing relationships
that would be fundamental to the development of his practice. Osorio established a close
friendship with roommate Puerto Rican dance and performance artist Awilda Sterling. 54 Sterling
introduced him to a community of Puerto Rican artists that included Vilma Maldonado Reyes,
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Lourdes Torres Camacho, Jacqueline Biaggi, Marisol Villamil, Dhara Rivera, Elizam Escobar,
Wilfredo Chiesa, and Néstor Otero, among others. 55 In 1978, nearing the completion of his
degree in sociology at Lehman College, Osorio began to move seriously toward art making.
Between 1976 and 1978, he transitioned from making collages of images found in magazines,
which he glued on tiles, vinyl, or the walls of his room, to making paintings in an abstract
expressionist style on smooth surfaces like found plastic, to abstract sculptures made of wood
and rope. By 1978, he was exhibiting this early work at the Bronx Museum of the Arts, then
housed in the Bronx County Courthouse. 56
From this network of artists, Osorio met choreographer Merián Soto, marking the
beginning of a collaborative partnership, alongside a personal one (the two eventually married in
1987). 57 When Soto presented an improvised performance at El Museo del Barrio in 1979 titled
Agua Viva (Living Water), Osorio was asked to create the set and costumes for the work, which
alluded to the flow of water.58 A year later, when Osorio had his first solo exhibition Hasta
Ahora (Up Until Now) at Cayman Gallery, in which he exhibited twelve collage paintings, Soto
performed her work Sueño de Malanga (Taro Dream) (1980) during the exhibition’s opening. 59
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Through Soto, Gonzalez reasons, “Osorio came into contact with a lively experimental
performance community and expansive studio spaces that afforded him the rare opportunity to
build artwork on a larger scale.” 60 Reflecting on their meeting and collaboration, Soto
acknowledged Osorio empowered her to experiment with freeing herself of the constraints of
formal structure, colonial upbringing, and paternalistic attitudes. 61 Their collaborations allowed
the artists to develop their respective practices, but also led to a collaborative, multidisciplinary,
culturally specific body of work. David R. White described Soto as Osorio’s “indispensable
guide and creative partner within the very different universe of performance."62
Beginnings: Merián Soto
Soto was born in 1954, grew up in the municipality of Vega Alta, Puerto Rico. Soto’s
engagement with dance began at around age two, studying under Nana Hudo, an important figure
in children’s dance education in Puerto Rico, and Yolanda Fernandez of Baile de Puerto Rico,
who often invited visiting artists to teach, such as US ballet dancer and educator Thalia Mara
(1911-2003). 63 From the age of thirteen to seventeen, Soto spent summers in New York
attending ballet camps, first at Thalia Mara’s National Academy of Ballet and Theatre Arts, and
then at Joffrey Ballet School. 64
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Soto’s college years, spent in between the United States and Puerto Rico, were a
transformative period she herself has described as a “political awakening.” 65 Despite her years
of ballet training, Soto did not formally pursue dance in college. Soto attended Hampshire
College in Amherst, MA for only one semester before returning to Puerto Rico to continue her
education. During her time at Hampshire College, Soto took one course that provided a
bibliography on the history of dance, attended a performance by postmodern dance pioneer Anna
Halprin (1920-) at Bennington College, and participated in a masterclass by modern
choreographer and dancer Erick Hawkins (1909-1994). Although exposed to an array of
approaches to dance at the college, Soto was surrounded by a predominantly white (Anglo)
student body in Amherst, MA. She spent much of her time in nearby Holyoke, MA, where she
saw firsthand the kind of prejudices people had against Puerto Ricans. In conversation with
Rivera-Servera, Soto recollected how people perceived Puerto Ricans as stupid because of their
inability to speak English. 66 Upon her return to Puerto Rico, Soto spent two years at la
Universidad de Puerto Rico’s Rio Piedras campus (UPR-RP) in San Juan. She often found
herself working with the drama department where she connected with Cuban choreographer,
dancer, and educator Petra Bravo. 67 Soto also found a mentor in Lotti Tischer, a key figure in
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ballet in Puerto Rico, who supported her dance aspirations and invited her to join her dance
company Ballet Concertantes. 68
In 1974 Soto was accepted to New York University’s Gallatin School of Individualized
Study (NYU). Her study with modern and postmodern dance in the late 1970s and involvement
with politically conscious Latinx creatives in the city completed her transition from classical
ballet dancer to postmodern choreographer. At NYU, Soto studied the Graham Technique under
Martha Graham's longtime dance partner Bertram Ross (1920-2003), and also studied and
performed with Linda Tarney, founding member of the Dance Theater Workshop (DTW). 69
Soto combined her training in experimental dance practices with her rising political
consciousness and interest in exploring culturally specific subject matter. An example of her
development during this period is Pedacito de Cristal (Shard of Glass) (1975). Soto credited
Meredith Monk with giving her the tools with which to shape her first choreographed piece—
Pedacito de Cristal—which grew out of a class assignment. 70 Monk, a key figure emerging from
the Judson Church artistic community, created a repertoire situated between Judson artists’ use
of ordinary movement and sound, and their dedication to collaboration, and the power of an
theatrical presentation. 71 Drawing from her experience with Monk, Soto began the piece in
silence and gradually introduced her voice singing lyrics acapella, followed by recorded music
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by Los Papines. Her movements incorporated the Cuban guaguancó and Puerto Rican bomba. 72
The guaguancó, a sub-genre of Cuban rumba, is a symbolic dance of sexual play characterized
by the hip thrusting gesture called the vacunao; the male partner thrusts towards his partner who
avoids his advances by turning away from him, using her skirts to cover her pelvic area. 73
Bomba is a percussion driven musical tradition that is rooted in Puerto Rico’s African heritage
and that contains political and spiritual lyrics and a dance rooted in improvisation and call and
response between dancer and drummer. 74
Soto’s Pedacito de Cristal also highlights her engagement with a community beyond
NYU and the downtown performance scene. In New York, Soto became involved with a group
of politically active Latinx creatives, including Puerto Rican choreographer Beti García and the
Barrunto Dancers, a multi-ethnic collaborative dance group formed by García and her
compatriot and fellow dancer Myrna Renaud and that presented mixed bills of choreographic
work with clear political intentions in theaters and non-traditional venues. 75 Soto was in frequent
exchange with García. Not only did García teach her plena, an Afro-Puerto Rican dance and
music genre, while they both lived in New York City, but also García performed in Osorio and
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Soto’s collaborations, including Cocinando (1985). 76 Soto recalled how important it was to have
“this group of Latina dancers from different backgrounds and different [dance] aesthetics
working together” 77 In 1978 Soto received a source of income that would last two years through
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA)’s Artists Project, a federally funded
employment program for visual, performing, and literary artists during the late 1970s. 78 Soto’s
assignment was to work with choreographer, experimental filmmaker, and intermedia pioneer
Elaine Summers.79 Entering into an apprentice like relationship from 1978-1984, Soto not only
received a steady income, but also the program provided the creative push to explore her own
vision through its allotted one day per week to work in the studio on independent creative
projects.80 The program thus allowed Soto to reflect on her choreographic vision, and Summers
served as a guide, instructing her in the use of improvisation and Kinetic Awareness, which
would both become important elements of her choreographic practice.81
Collaborative Early Stages
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Initially, Osorio, Soto, and their extended networks, contributed in each other's projects
upon invitation, rather than collaborating on a shared vision. A few early instances illustrate the
development of their exchange leading up to their first outright collaborative creation in 1985.
While Soto was employed through CETA during the late 1970s into the early 1980s, Osorio was
employed as a social worker for the New York City Human Resources Administration, in the
Prevention Division of the Child Abuse and Abuse victims’ unit. 82 Simultaneously, Osorio and
Soto pursued master’s degrees in art and dance education respectively at Columbia University,
completing their degrees in 1985 and 1984 respectively. 83 Soto describes the circumstances of
meeting in 1979, through mutual friends Sterling and dancer choreographer Julio Peña, who
were both dancing in one of Soto’s early deconstructed Salsas, which they invited Osorio to see.
Shortly thereafter Osorio participated in one of Soto’s workshops at El Museo del Barrio, which
she called Taller Platanutre (Plantain Chip Workshop). After this experience she asked him to
make a set for her next project Agua Viva (Living Water) (1979), their first exchange. 84 Soto has
noted that her artistic collaboration with Osorio was founded on friendship and a shared sense of
exploration. Furthermore, Soto acknowledged Osorio’s artistic formation had been less restricted
by strict forms and training than hers and that his approach helped her grow. On the other hand,
Soto facilitated Osorio’s entrance into the performance world. 85 Osorio even trained with
Summers, and designed a set for her work Solitary Geography (1983), in which performers
performed against, “a sculptural setting in which inclined planes resembled mountains and other
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objects suggested boulders and trees.”86 Osorio was brought on to create the costumes and set
design for Soto’s Agua Viva (Living Water) (1979), a forty-minute improvisational performance
accompanied by three musicians. 87 Soto’s movements and Osorio’s visual contributions were
informed by Soto’s vision to allude to the flow of water, breaking down the way water moves,
over five sections. 88
A year later, Osorio and Villamil joined Soto as performers in her choreographed piece
Sueño de Malanga, which first premiered at P.S.122’s “Avant-Garde Arama” in 1980, then at
Experimental Intermedia Foundation (and at Soto’s loft on Canal Street a year later). 89 As
described by Soto, the piece was about crawling and attempting to crawl under these large
malangas, “trying to get under the roots” that were strewn over the space, while live drumming
provided music. 90 That same year Osorio had his first exhibition of twelve collage paintings
titled Hasta Ahora (Up Until Now) at Cayman Gallery. an exhibition space supporting “the
growth of Hispanic artists from all disciplines” administered by the advocacy group, Friends of
Puerto Rico, which, in 1985, became the Museum of Contemporary Hispanic Art (MoCHA). 91
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Osorio invited Soto to perform at this exhibition’s opening. 92 Osorio described the early collage
paintings as “the integration of everyday experiences within an abstract context.” 93 The
juxtaposition of Osorio’s paintings and Soto’s improvisation piece show a shared sensibility that
grounds abstraction in the insertion of everyday markers in both the performing and visual arts, a
precursor of similar strategies they would employ in their fully collaborative projects to come.
In 1984, a year before their first collaboration Cocinando, Osorio, Soto, and
choreographer and dancer Patti Bradshaw presented Escalio (Tillable Land) at El Museo del
Barrio. An installation by Osorio, accompanied by a performance by Soto and Bradshaw,
signaled the start of a collaborative practice. The choice of title, Escalio, makes a direct reference
to the title of a 1937 essay by Puerto Rican poet and activist Clemente Soto Vélez, which was a
philosophical treatise on the revolutionary aspects of nature. 94 Due to his activities as a member
of the Puerto Rican Nationalist Party, the poet was arrested alongside other pro-independence
figures and sentenced for conspiring to overthrow the U.S government on the island. Escalio was
completed the same year that Vélez was shipped to federal prison in Atlanta.95
Escalio translates to either tillable land or fallow land, in other words land prepared for
cultivation or land plowed and left uncultivated. In choosing to cite Escalio, Osorio’s
installation, or “sculptural paintings” as he called them at the time, relate to Velez’s assertions in
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his text that the mind is tillable. 96 Osorio placed his sculptural paintings made of cloth, wood,
rope, and liana on the gallery floor at El Museo, which he also covered in soil (Fig. 5). 97 The
central structure was a flattened triangular shape, which Osorio constructed two long pieces of
wood and cloth; it resembled a rudimentary home. Situated next to the triangular sculptural
painting was a cube-shaped structure, which was built out of a wooden frame and sheer fabric,
along with another wooden structure that resembled a ladder. Overall, the gallery space took on
the appearance of a simple living site.
Staged among the sculptural paintings and soil, Soto and Bradshaw’s performance
premiered at El Museo del Barrio on May 18, 1984. 98 Escalio also constituted the first event
staged by the collective Pepatián, named for the coming together of Osorio, Bradshaw, and Soto,
which heretofore became the vehicle for Osorio and Soto’s collaborative projects. 99 To the
sounds of a sparse musical arrangement of string instruments and chimes, Soto and Bradshaw
move around the space carrying large boxes on their heads. At first, they move slowly and
methodically, oscillating between standing and sitting on the ground, but as the performance
continues their movements become quicker and fluid (Fig. 6). These movements, which include
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filling their respective boxes with soil, allude to actions related to labor tied to land (Fig. 7). As
the performance progresses Soto and Bradshaw become more soiled and at one point remove
their outer clothing, wearing only their undergarments for the rest of performance (Fig. 8). The
performance ends with the sound of beating drums as Soto and Bradshaw, covered in dirt, dance
with free movements around the triangle sculptural painting.
In August 1984, Escalio was presented again at the Joseph Papp’s Festival Latino at the
Public Theater in Lower Manhattan. Critic Jennifer Dunning’s review for the New York Times
describes the scene much like the earlier presentation at El Museo, but notes the theater seats
were adorned with small paper bags filled with dirt and slips of paper with quotations from
Vélez. 100 The quotations, as she describes them, urged “imagination be freed from the yoke of
the created,” and “comprehension being the supreme law, those who put it into action have
liberated themselves.” 101 These quotes, using abstract language, communicated ideas about
Nature as revolutionary that were conveyed in the performance. As the performers had at El
Museo, Soto and Bradshaw moved about the stage carrying boxes on their heads. Dunning
describes them filling these with soil in this version: “filling and emptying buckets with water,
and white and orange fluids, and rolling and falling through the dirt.” During the hour-long
performance, as at El Museo, Soto and Bradshaw walked with the boxes balanced on their heads;
Dunning remarked that the occasional way they fell on the stage “reminded the audience of
planting and burial.”102 As Soto and Bradshaw covered themselves in soil, these repetitive
actions became increasingly frenzied. The stage became land for tilling as they performed the
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repetitive actions that abstracted labor. Thus, “planting” and “burial” become conflated in the
imagery of the performance. Osorio, Soto, and Bradshaw’s approach to using abstraction to
represent culturally specific material established an important framework for their collaborative
works to come.
Osorio and Soto embraced the terminology (and imagery) of rescatadores to describe
their shared artistic practice. In Escalio the hallmarks of this approach emerged in the mining of
cultural references and the literal insertion of this project into the exhibition space, and this
notion would be explored more deeply in Cocinando (1985), which evokes a 1960s grassroots
movement in Puerto Rican history. 103 Los rescatadores de terrenos (the land rescuers) built
casitas (small houses) on unoccupied land, eventually gaining ownership through squatters’
rights. At the time this was understood as the reclamation of land that would otherwise be
forfeited to a neocolonial government and its ruling classes. Furthermore, this process privileged
the rights of individual families and neighborhoods over those of larger economic and political
systems. This notion of rescuing can also be considered along the lines of recovery, and as White
reasoned, “that ideology [economic and political], with its overlay of colonialism and the
diffusion of both people and culture between the island and the U.S. mainland, would provide
new impetus to the obligation of rescatar for an emergent generation.” 104
Although Cocinando has often been considered their first collaborative project, Escalio
contains additional hallmarks of Soto and Osorio’s later joint projects. 105 From Cocinando
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onward, Osorio’s installation practice cohered conceptually around the notions of rescuing and
reclaiming space, both physically and historically, and Soto’s performance practice centered on
the body as a site of imbedded history, emotion, trauma, joy, and energy. In Escalio, nature, land,
and revolutionary actions were active ideological concerns for Osorio, and Soto’s performance
extended those concerns to human bodies. In Escalio and other works prior to Cocinando, both
Soto and Osorio’s works were dealing with their subject matter in abstract ways, even when it
was grounded in Puerto Rican culture. Future projects became thematically clearer in their
Puerto Rican, Nuyorican, and Latinx references and explored a broader array of themes in the
process, including popular culture, migration, and family.
Cocinando (1985): A Collaboration
Soto and Osorio found the perfect platform for their new approach in P.S.1’s then annual
“Spring Dance Series.” For the fifth iteration of the dance series in May-June 1985, the open call
theme was “Dance and Popular Culture,” curated by dancer and choreographer Blondell
Cummings (1944-2015) and arts writer Barry Laine (1948-1987). 106 The “Spring Dance Series”
open call requested projects that addressed the influence of popular culture on dance. 107
Cummings noted in the program’s didactics that “an attempt to define popular culture in relation
to this program [was] a challenge. As an artist, [her] life [was] poised between two forces: the
individual and individual pulse of [her] soul and the powerfully insistent beat of the culture at
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large.” 108 Cocinando (1985) answered that call by showcasing the strategic uses of various media
in the exploration of culturally specific themes. As another Pepatián project, Cocinando included
collaborator Bradshaw, as well as García, and dancers Mari Martín and Julio Peña as lead
performers of Soto’s choreography. 109
Cocinando was “a choreographic and visual collage of multiple layers of intersecting
images” that voiced the transformative and resourceful nature of Puerto Rican popular culture. 110
Collage, transformation, and popular culture play out on multiple levels relating to the artists’
conceptual framework of rescatar. The sounds of ocean waves take over the white performance
space as a child runs out pulling a kite behind them (Fig. 9).111 The sounds of waves continue as
three dancers in casual clothing take over the performance area. Their movements, although not
truly synchronized with one another, follow similar patterns and directions. It is here that Soto’s
earlier improvised and abstract postmodern approach is visible. The performers move across the
space, one dancer may lunge, while the other spins in place, and then they come together in
perfect synchronicity. When the trio assembles on center stage and then stands motionless, live
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musicians begin to play the son clave 2-3, the heart of Afro-Cuban music. 112 Soto’s interests in
both Latin dance styles and their music counterparts became a prominent thread within her
practice. These music genres and dance styles were by no means foreign to Soto, but they began
to find their way into her practice while she was based in New York City. Sterling, who worked
with Soto in the later 1970s, described Soto’s explorations during this period:
We would gather together, being friends, and we would do performances, sometimes at
her studio, at that time on West Broadway and Canal Street...At that time she was
experimenting with Cuban son montuno – she was decoding the traditional time and
frame of the musical structure. She was breaking that syncopation into something more
personal and adding gestures, freezing movements while others continued dancing. Son
montuno was the basis of what would become mambo and salsa – so you would dance
with a partner to a steady beat, and people would improvise but you would always have a
structure that would pull you back together again. Merián was experimenting with that –
making solos, duets, trios – she was using the classical structure of European or
American dance in son montuno. 113
By 1985, Latin music genres and dance styles had found a prominent space in the popular culture
landscape of New York City. Soto explored Latin dance styles, returning to Puerto Rico on
numerous occasions in the subsequent years, not only to give workshops and present work, but
also to study Afro-Caribbean dance forms like bomba with Los Hermanos Ayala. 114 In
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Cocinando, live musicians add the drumming rhythm, maracas, and the sounds of the clave and
then the dancers take steps that mix movements tied to postmodern dance and Latin dance styles,
like salsa (Fig. 10 and 11).
Osorio’s contribution to Cocinando employs visual strategies of installation tied to
popular culture and history. During its first segment, the white performance space remains
unaltered. As the trio of performers and exit, the music continues as the stage is transformed for
the next scene. The main dancers and the extended company assemble the scenography: they
construct a brightly colored wood house, set-up a living room, bring in a kitchen table, hang a
picture of Jesus Christ, and set up a statuette of the Virgin Mary on a high shelf to the right of the
stage (Fig. 12, 13, and 14). Among the commotion, Soto, who is wearing a bata (smock) and
rollers in her hair, reenters the stage carried on a patterned sofa by a group of dancers. 115 While
being carried, she speaks loudly on a phone; a black fabric doll sits next to her on the sofa (Fig.
15). Other performers add to the scene: they hang laundry to dry, cook on the kitchen table setup, and sweep the stage (Fig. 16). It is worth noting that, while Osorio never repeated this liveconstruction approach, this decision to assemble the installation in front of the audience adds
another performative moment in Cocinando by visually transforming the austere venue of a
white-cube gallery into vignettes of the artists’ interpretations of Puerto Rican cultural signifiers.
Above the house’s double door entrance, the phrase “Barriada Buen Consejo” (Community of
Good Counsel) was written, under which the performers have inscribed their last names (Fig.
17). 116 Barriada can also be translated to neighborhood and has a distinct working-class
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connotation. Thus, Osorio situates this image of culture as proletariat. Moreover, later on in the
performance Peña enters the scene on one of Osorio’s props, an ornamented bicycle that would
live on as an object as La Bicicleta (1985) (Fig. 18). Inspired by the bicycles used by local street
vendors in Santurce, Osorio decorated the object with reflective papers, plastic beads and
streamers hung from the handlebars, white plastic roses, golden leaves, faux pearls glued on
every surface, palm trees, colorful fish, gilt and crucifixes. The bicycle, as González proposes,
“presented a microcosm of the artist’s island experience, boyhood fantasies and religious
upbringing.” 117
Once the installation is assembled, Cocinando continues, allowing for music and dance to
build upon the various visual touchpoints (the house, the living room furniture, the decorative
elements) inserted into the P.S.1 space. Soto’s choreography continues to activate the
performance space, acting as a loose narrative device adding another layer of popular culture
through dance to the collage. As the installation of the house and living room is completed, Tito
Rodríguez’s (1923-1973) bolero “En la Soledad” (In Solitude) (1973) begins to play. 118 Born in
Puerto Rican to Cuban and Dominican parents, Rodríguez was one of the foremost singers,
bandleaders, and percussionists of the mambo era of the 1940s and 1950s and found success
recording boleros like “En la Soledad.” 119 The change in music marks the beginning of Soto’s
solo, in which she slow dances alone, imagining a partner and singing along emotively. Soto
again employs movements that straddle the threshold of numerous dance styles in her repertoire.
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At the end of the bolero, she crosses the stage and enters the house built earlier in the
performance.
Once Soto enters the house, a scene change is marked by the start of “Compay Sapo”
(1970), a plena by Puerto Rican percussionist, composer, and bandleader Rafael Cortijo (19281982) and percussionist and bandleader Francisco Ángel “Kako” Bastar (1936-1994). 120 Cortijo,
a key figure in Afro-Antillean music, is known for having developed his own approach to
traditional Afro-Puerto Rican genres of plena and bomba by adding wind instruments while
maintaining traditional rhythmic markers. 121 Three dancers take over the stage and return to the
deconstructed Latin dance styles performed earlier (Fig. 19). They also move from synchronized
movements to individualized moments of improvisation, an essential thread shared by plena and
postmodern dance. Meanwhile, performers continue to execute everyday tasks: the performers
inside the house open the window and let loose live chickens and Peña rides onto the stage on the
ornamented bicycle. To the sounds of the domino players (the former live percussionists), Peña
dismounts and steps into salsa steps, into looser spinning and lunging, and back into a salsa step.
For the final scene of Cocinando, Peña and another dancer begin to dance salsa to Puerto Rican
composer Tite Curet Alonso (1926-2003), and Puerto Rican singer and composer Cheo
Feliciano’s (1935-2014) “Salomé” (1976).122 Curet Alonso is responsible for a plethora of
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popular songs within the umbrella of the Latin repertoire, and Feliciano was an influential Salsa
figure part of the influential Fania Records label. To the sounds of Feliciano’s baritone voice and
accompanying percussion, marimbas, cowbells, more couples slowly join the first (Fig. 20).
Cocinando concludes demonstrating ideas of transformation, recovery, and appropriation,
and, as the title suggests, a certain amount of cooking. When Soto makes her final return to the
stage, she is no longer dressed in a bata and rollers, but in casual dress like the rest of the
performers. Teremar Pumarada described Soto’s transformation “from housewife to postmodern
dancer to Puerto Rican [Soto]” as an “affirmative act of the different functions and the role of
change that empowers women in society.” 123 She seeks a partner in one of the domino players
and joins the general merriment that floods the performance space. The performance ends with a
round of applause from the performers and audience, as Feliciano’s song comes to an end.
In considering how Cocinando envelops the audience in a joyous manifestation of
popular culture, it must be acknowledged that its representation of Puerto Rican culture,
Caribbean culture, and Latinx communities is not definitive. Furthermore, the nuance with which
the artists came to their decisions about its content and style would not have been apparent to all
members of the audience, including this author. Due to specificity of cultural references dictated
by a number of factors (varying from cultural backgrounds to generational divides), Cocinando
is but one representation of culture, but an effective presentation of Osorio and Soto’s
perspective on Puerto Rican culture as multifaceted and inscrutable. In Cocinando the stage
becomes a space for the articulation of popular culture, Puerto Rican and Caribbean culture at
large, and community. By transforming a space from the sterile, empty white cube into a lively
decorated space for spontaneous and collective expressions of culture, Osorio and Soto
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transform, appropriate, and recover cultural narratives and popular manifestations. They recover
a cultural history for themselves (and other Puerto Ricans and Latinx peoples) that they endeavor
to insert in spaces like P.S.1, which were neither aligned nor necessary open to these historical
narratives.
Escalio and Cocinando were definitive early collaborative projects by Osorio and Soto,
tied to the inception Pepatián, which was the vehicle for their collaborations and eventual selfsustaining organization. In both projects, the artists established the core themes and visual
strategies for their subsequent multidisciplinary collaborative performances. Their path forward,
succinctly articulated by White, revolved around the conundrum, “how could they construct and
invest a frame to capture their culture and simultaneously set it free,” and answering that
question “would raise their partnership to new levels of invention in the years to come."124 PostCocinando, Osorio and Soto continued creating projects—both as collaborators and
individuals—that were closely aligned with the core themes established in and inspired by
Cocinando: popular culture, cultural narratives and history, migration, family, sexism, gender
roles, and racism. By the late 1980s, Soto and Osorio’s collaborative projects became
increasingly ambitious not just in terms of their narratives (sometimes including multiple
narratives in one piece), but also in terms of the multidisciplinary strategies they employed. They
developed an approach that deployed both explicit cultural referents and abstracted
visualizations, and continued to use the mediums of dance and performance and installation,
adding video.
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Chapter 2: No Regrets (1988) and Broken Hearts (1990)
This chapter focuses on two collaborative works created by Pepón Osorio and Merián
Soto in 1988 and 1990, No Regrets and Broken Hearts, respectively, in which they fine-tuned
their collaborative vision. Furthermore, No Regrets and Broken Hearts stand out decisive
projects of their shared conceptual vision. After Cocinando in 1985, Osorio and Soto worked on
a number of collaborative projects, sometimes multiple works in the same year, all of which
continued to push their collaboration further. In 1985 the duo completed Under Construction,
which they performed at La MaMa ETC and in a Lower East Side vacant lot, and Blueprint,
which they also performed in a vacant lot. 125 In 1986, Osorio and Soto created Chúpate ésta en
lo que to mondo la otra (Suck on this while I peel you another), which they performed at
Performance Space 122 and then at the Public Theater; and they created ¡Ay gran poder de Dios!
/ Saint on Wheel, which they performed at Hostos Center for the Arts and Culture and at La
MaMa ETC (in 1987).126 In December 1987, they premiered Wish You Were Here at Whitney
Museum of American Art at Philip Morris. 127
In the projects they made between 1985 and 1987, the artists continued their
multidisciplinary approach, developing strategies they maintained and expanded for the next
projects, No Regrets and Broken Hearts. For example, in Chúpate ésta en lo que to mondo la
otra, Osorio covered the stage in floral, zigzag, and checkered wallpaper, inserted a palm tree,
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and created ornate objects for stage props, like a glittering jukebox.128 The work’s framework,
Soto’s memories of learning to social dance from her father in Puerto Rico, plays outs with a
voiceover of Soto recounting watching her father dance, including segments of salsa lessons
given on stage, and boleros singalongs. 129 Wish you were here, is a comedic assessment of
Puerto Rican identity and stereotypes. The artists created a mock television quiz show with live
and taped video components, a host, dance demonstrations, visual aids, and a multiple-choice
questionnaire to be completed by the audience during the performance. Soto’s choreography was
shaped by Afro-Caribbean dance styles, and Osorio transformed the space into a social club with
palm trees, giant postcards, landscape murals, and beach umbrellas. 130 From these projects
Osorio and Soto turned to No Regrets, in which they honed in on these elements, combining
energetic performances meant to entertain with serious themes. Then with Broken Hearts, they
decisively built on the possibilities of making multidisciplinary and collaborative projects with a
more serious tone.
No Regrets (1988)
No Regrets first premiered at the East Village performance venue Performance Space 122
in March 1988, which previously hosted works by Osorio and Soto and involved the artists in its
organization. 131 Developed through Pepatián, No Regrets continues their focus on aspects of
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popular culture interrogated through a multidisciplinary approach. No Regrets, Osorio and Soto’s
collaborators Lourdes Torres Camacho, Jorge González, Beatriz Schiller, and Estela MoralesAmaral are responsible for contributing to the performance the external developments of María’s
life through the script, video, photographs, and graphic design respectively. 132
The audience is first greeted by a stage decorated with contrasting floral and checkered
wallpaper, and an ornate chandelier looms that hangs over the stage slightly off-center (see Fig.
1). Osorio’s décor turns the stage into a living space, rejecting the sterile modern fine art
space. 133 The performance component of No Regrets begins with a solo by Soto in which she
dances to a remixed track of Puerto Rican singer and dancer Iris Chacón’s “Caramelo y
Chocolate” (1972). The song’s lyrics recount a woman’s affections for a man and her desire for
him to reciprocate them. Wearing a white and patterned sleeveless jumpsuit, she moves across
the stage with an air of energetic freedom that complements the music. Soto combines
movements from a postmodern approach with her investigations of Latin dance styles from
guaguancó to plena to salsa. At times she seems to manifest an agitated energy, collapsing on
herself, and taking steps that respond to the Latin beat. When her solo concludes the stage is
populated by the rest of the company, as if they were pedestrians interacting with each other on a
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busy city sidewalk. Switching mediums, the performance turns to video. A video monitor located
on stage left begins to switch channels, skipping from one channel to the next until stropping on
a particular television program, una telenovela, a soap opera. The core narrative structure in No
Regrets is provided by the telenovela, a radio or television serial often characterized by tangled
interpersonal situations and melodrama, and the fotonovela, a cross between a comic book and
romance novel. The theme song to Pepatian’s telenovela is a ballad by Puerto Rican pop singer
Lunna titled “Si Vivir Contigo” (1987). 134 As with many novelas, or any serial television
program, the theme song ignites an almost Pavlovian response, and soon enough everyone in the
theater is tuned in. With its prominent wailing saxophone and romantic lyrics, “Si Vivir Contigo”
not only highlights the melodramatics that many novelas are known for but also, most
importantly for this particular story, suggests a sense of indecision: “To live with you or die
without you, to escape everything or fight here, to hand over everything or save some of my
pride.”135 Leaning into established soap opera tropes around romance, and foreshadowing the
plotline to come, the soap opera’s opening credits introduce the characters in Osorio’s and Soto’s
work. 136 Scenes of the de facto soap opera heroine María’s life in New York City play out, and
the audience is introduced to her husband Miguel, her friends and coworkers, and her paramour
Roberto (see Fig. 3).
No Regrets than transitions to another format. The audience is provided with the
circumstances of María’s daily life through a slideshow functioning as a fotonovela projected on
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the stage’s background. The slideshow consists of film stills with comic book style dialogue
bubbles in Spanglish (see Fig. 4). Continuing themes present in Osorio and Soto’s other projects,
No Regrets foregrounds a Puerto Rican and Nuyorican experience, specifically that of a workingclass Afro-Puerto Rican woman living in the Bronx. María works at a fabric shop, and lives with
her husband Miguel and their children. Our heroine is riddled with guilt and indecision over her
familial responsibilities, her ailing mother, her paramour, her choice to leave Puerto Rico, and
her desire to “better herself” by pursuing her studies. Those around her are uncomprehending;
her coworker disparages her desire to continue school with all that she has on her plate (a
husband, children, ailing mother, and job). María replies, “You know I don’t want to spend the
rest of my life behind a counter,” and her friend scoffs back, “That’s your problem!”
Immediately after this scene, No Regrets turns to performance again. Dance plays a
crucial role throughout the remainder of No Regrets, interjecting the straightforward storytelling
of the video and slideshow with movement-based expressions of the heroine’s innermost
thoughts and feelings. Soto and the dancers publicly display with their bodies the emotions that
Maria cannot —rage, affection, desire, confusion, frustration.137 As dance critic and historian
Sally Banes reflected in 1994, “when the mass mediated action gives way to live dance, a very
difference kind of representation takes over: the characters' inner lives are given body, but in
ways that are more abstract."138 Reflecting María’s turmoil due her situation and unsympathetic
social circle, in another scene, pairs of dancers dressed in red establish back and forth
movements, colliding, pushing and shoving, and telling each other variations of her friend’s
dismissive remark “That’s your problem” (Fig. 21). This scene escalates into a full-on physical
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altercation between one of the couples, who fling curses in Spanish at each another. The scene
concludes with their fellow dancers pulling them apart. The last phrase the audience hears is
“colonizada!” (colonized).
Soto’s choreography in No Regrets demonstrates her continued interest in producing
nuanced representations of culturally specific perspectives. The choreography No Regrets does
not present Latin dance styles outright; the movements reads as abstracted actions and gestures
tied to internal questions and emotions. In the performance, the fotonovela slides show María and
Roberto visiting Performance Space 122 to see a dance performance. Thus, the actual stage
becomes the venue of this meta dance performance, a stage within a stage. The dancers, dressed
in black, move about gesturally, swaying, twisting, falling, and bending while loudly singing and
speaking in Spanish. At times, they move in silence, while at other times, to the sounds of a
variety of Latin music genres (Fig. 22). In the dancing, Banes noted “the weightedness of the
body, the focus of the power in the pelvis and what Soto calls ‘collapse mode’— collapsing the
weight into the joints at different speeds—reflect[s] the intersection of her concerns and her
training.” 139 Modes of movement took various shapes, from “collapse mode” to “salsa mode.”
Soto situates modes as theatrical. As she has said, “it’s a potential for expression and
performance and of composition...they’re instant compositions,” that allow layering and
variations. 140 In her approached the choreography of No Regrets, Soto incorporated her training
in the Alexander Technique, an alternative approach to health conditions through mindful
behaviors depending on the individual’s point of tension (often used by artists and performers),
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and her exposure to Kinetic Awareness, a system of mind and body coordination developed by
Elaine Summers and based on understanding and listening to the body for sound movement. She
also continued to depend on her vast dance training (ballet, modern dance, postmodern dance,
bomba, plena, salsa). 141 The many dance approaches at work in the scene are acknowledged
when, in a comedic aside, María comments to Roberto, “I don’t know what they are doing.”
In his installation Osorio continues to engage with quotidian objects and decorative
aesthetics drawn from Puerto Rican cultural traditions and contemporary realities, emphasizing
placemaking and disrupting the constructed hierarchy of high and low art. “Embracing it all is an
installation by Osorio,” is how Robert Sandla described the set: “[it] smothers every inch of the
performance space and seating area in a heady mix of contrasting black-and-white fabrics.” 142
Osorio’s installation varied between the two iterations of the performance, but the overall idea to
swathe the performance space in María’s world of fabrics was consistent. For the March
premiere at P.S.122, Osorio covered the stage with patterned wallpaper in checkered and floral
variations, establishing the theatre as an ornamented living room. Alternatively, for the October
presentation at the DTW, Osorio hung eighteen panels from the ceiling to flank either side of the
stage, which he covered in black-and white-fabrics with alternating patterns. 143 In both
performances the dancers use props like shopping carts, shopping bags, small TVs, chaises, and
large stuffed panda bears.
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Beyond the stage, Osorio extended the installation into the audience’s space and beyond,
decorating the audience’s seats and working with Morales-Amaral on installation in the DTW’s
gallery. The act of encompassing the theater, in and out, with set decoration is tied to the artist’s
placemaking, appropriating, and his continued questioning of the hierarchies of aesthetics.
Osorio covered the theater’s seats in the same black-and-white patterned fabrics that were used
for the stage, and even included a small pack of tissues on each one. 144 As summarized by
Nancy Cadet in her review for High Performance in 1988: “Osorio’s redecoration of the tiers of
the theater seats broke the Anglo ice and isolation of the audience.” 145 Cadet acknowledges
Osorio’s ethos of placemaking, which presents culturally specific narratives to audiences that
may not have an invested relationship with these narratives. Dance critic Susan Homar noted in
her review that audiences were asked to leave the theater during the Tour de Fuerza intermission,
and then to return to it to encounter the space transformed by Osorio. 146
For the DTW presentation of No Regrets in November 1988 the artist moved further
beyond the stage and seating area, and embarked on a separate installation with photographer
Estela Morales-Amaral called Olé!. Morales-Amaral and Osorio’s installation examines past and
present Spanish cultural aesthetics that have been assimilated into Puerto Rican cultural
expressions. 147 The installation incorporated Osorio’s ornamented furniture with Morales-
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Amaral’s large scale hand painted photographs reminiscent of family portraits popular in Puerto
Rico during the 1940s. 148 Homar wrote for The San Juan Star in 1988, Morales-Amaral’s “large
hand painted photographs of hands with castanets, a young blond toreador, a dressed Maja, a
young señorita, and the likes,” were juxtaposed with Osorio’s “furniture sculpture.” 149 Visual
exuberance abounds through photo frames richly decorated with plastic toys and objects, other
chandeliers and ornamented chairs, and crushed velvet sofa amongst other things. 150
In both iterations of the performance, the central feature of the living space in No Regrets
was a chandelier, located slightly off the center stage left. Osorio’s objects and installations
evolved in the later 1980s when he expanded his approach to collaboration and embraced solemn
subject matters. The chandelier became an object outside the context of the performance under
the title El Chandelier (1988) (see Fig. 2). In Joan Acocella’s review of Osorio’s 1991
retrospective at El Museo del Barrio, she lists all the decorative elements the light fixture
contains:
There are toy cars and squirt guns, dominos and swans, plastic saints, plastic lepers,
plastic rhinos and giraffes and monkeys. The light bulbs are surrounded with little plastic
palm trees and set in golden cups from which kewpie dolls peep out, some in turbans,
some in straw hats. On every perch there hover little white doves, little brown ballerinas.
From every arm of the chandelier plastic babies dangle, wrapped in white blankets and
tied with ribbons, some pink, some blue. Looping from arm to arm are swags of pearls,
cascades of fringe. And sticking out here and there —pièce de résistance— are plastic
fingernail extenders, disembodied fingertips with scarlet nails, simultaneously pointing at
and beckoning to you. 151
Although the P.S.122 audience would not have been able to identify the numerous
separate elements on the chandelier from a distance, they would have understood the object’s
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intricacy and position of prominence within the installation for No Regrets. Osorio’s process of
making his objects, like his collaborative performance projects, hinged on the involvement of
collaborators. For El Chandelier Osorio looked to an electrician to create the functioning light
fixture, and he continued this method in various ways. For example, La Cama (The Bed) (1987)
is an object inspired by a dream in which his childhood caretaker Juana Hernández (who died in
1981) meets his future wife, Soto, and a gives her her blessing. 152 Osorio worked with the owner
of notions store he frequented to supply and construct its ornamentation. 153 La Cama is both a
site of commemoration of rites of passage in life, and, as Jennifer González reasoned, an
“interrogation of the binary logics of racial identity and familial bonds.” 154 In the process of
creating María Cristina Martínez Olmedo, D.O.B., 3/27/89 (1989), a lace covered cradle housing
a black baby (doll) with numerous life support tubes, Osorio sought advice from a registered
nurse. 155 In María Cristina Martínez Olmedo, the artist addresses the high mortality rate of Black
and Latinx children and the deficient medical care received by lower income neighborhoods in
New York. 156 Leval classified Osorio’s approach in this respect as one grounded in “intense
collaboration.” 157
El Chandelier represented the realities Osorio encountered as a social worker in New
York in the 1980s. He developed the intricate light fixture from his observations in the Lower
East Side, particularly of the chandeliers he saw shining in the windows of underserved housing
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projects.158 Leval described these chandeliers as “[a] focus of color and light...moment[s] of
abundance and glamour within otherwise difficult and impoverished lives.” Functioning
similarly in No Regrets, the chandelier presides over the entire stage turn living room as “one of
the few luxuries [María] can afford.” 159 While positioned as a prop in the performance, therefore
unable to be appreciated in its visual complexity, Osorio’s layering of objects on El Chandelier
spoke to “a microcosm of the social relations that produce hierarchies of economic status.” 160
“There is level of misunderstanding between classes in the Latino community,” noted Osorio. 161
The chandelier tiers speak to this through groups and placement of dark-skinned and lightskinned dolls. The very top tier is populated primarily by light-skin dolls (one of the group a
brunette, while the rest are blonde), displaying the tokenism of Latinx presence in the US
context, but also the racial and economic hierarchies within the community as well. 162 Another
fundamental aspect of El Chandelier is an aesthetic approach in popular aesthetics that eschews
minimalism, or as Osorio noted in 1991,“I play a lot with the abundance, with the philosophy
that more is better.” 163 As noted by interdisciplinary artist Coco Fusco, within the United States’
culture “informed by Minimalist notions of elegance and a Puritan disdain for decoration, it is all
too easy for even a highly calculated use of kitsch to be perceived as unselfconscious.” 164
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Decorative elements build out an immigrant’s attempt at material validation, and amongst the
details miniature Afro-Caribbean syncretic saints like San Lázaro/Babalú, patron of the blind and
sick, layer this chandelier with protective imagery easily missed by the unaware. 165
At the heart of No Regrets is a working-class Afro-Puerto Rican woman who is
ultimately empowered to choose herself and transform her circumstances, working against
established soap opera narratives. The notion of transformation plays a vital role in No Regrets,
and Soto and Osorio’s collaborative projects at large. Transformation occurs on multiple levels,
the most immediately visible is the performance space encompassed by Osorio’s aesthetic
interventions. Soto’s choreography interrupts and complicates the soap opera format,
transforming the genre and our understanding of the performance narrative. Transformation
occurs within the narrative at multiple points. When the heroine goes to P.S.122 to witness
performance, in addition to prompting self-awareness for the artists and the audiences
participating in the downtown, largely white, performance scene, this scene signals our heroine’s
shift. When we hear one of the performers within a performance exclaim, “¡Oye Boricua
despierta! (Hey Boricua wake up!) .... Chacha usa la cabeza! (Girl use your head!)” causing the
dancers to halt in silence and proceed to touch and emphasize their heads. 166
Turning back to the fotonovela format we learn that Roberto wishes to return to Puerto
Rico, bringing María, disregarding her own desires for her life. Back to performance, on the
stage we see a couple of chaises and large stuffed panda bears. Overhead we hear María’s voice
saying, “what do I do?” and “I don’t know what I want?” After a brief solo in which a dancer
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moves in discombobulated ways, she collapses as more performers return to the stage mirroring
her state of confusion, swaying and spinning, while carrying television monitors in their arms
(Fig 23). To the sounds of different television channels and ambiance of blue television screen
lights, the performers settle in to watch the next installment of the drama. María’s private
conversation with her friend is interrupted by her husband, who manages to convince her to go
out dancing (Fig. 24). We quickly understand him as demanding and inconsiderate, ordering her
to wear a dress for their night out. As she gets dressed María turns to a television to watch herself
with Roberto. Her television self-exclaims to her directly again, “Chacha usa la cabeza!” (Girl
use your head!).
The thread of transformation in No Regrets is concluded in a multi-disciplinary collage of
scenes. To the sounds of a guaguancó and the characters’ dialogue, the performance returns to
the fotonovela slideshow format, but in vibrant color, before they were in black-and-white. At
night, Roberto appears at the club, completely unconcerned with how uncomfortable and
dangerous his presence is for María. After Miguel makes disparaging comments about her and
his decision to marry her, and embarrasses her with his lewd behavior, María leaves the club.
Two dolls on stage, one white and one black, converse and contemplate helping her, but one
sagely states: “She has to do it for herself” (Fig. 25). On stage, three performers enact this love
triangle of push and pull. The confrontation finally arrives via the fotonovela slideshow: Roberto
finds María and Miguel together and threatens to kill them both. Using her head, María casts
both men aside and chooses herself. The performance closes out with a solo by Soto, full of
variations of decisive, energy-releasing movements to soft measure gestures (Fig. 26). Finally,
the dancers assemble on stage to dance to a guaguancó-esque track with soft swaying
movements while El Chandelier lights up and remains on as the lights on stage go out (Fig. 27).
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To the cheers of the audience, the slide show shares that María finished her studies to become a
social worker, and “has no regrets.”
Tour de Fuerza: Nuevo Latino Dance and Performance (1988-1989)
After premiering at P.S.122 in March 1988, No Regrets became part of Tour de Fuerza:
Nuevo Latino Dance and Performance, a touring showcase curated by Soto, Puerto Rican
choreographer Viveca Vázquez, and Dance Theater Workshop Director David R. White. 167 Tour
de Fuerza presented the work of seven “Latin American/Latino” artists engaged with new
currents of performance and dance in New York drawing from their respective cultural
backgrounds, extensive training in modern and postmodern dance, as well as experimental
theater. 168 Similar to how Pepatián was a vehicle to facilitate, specify, and gather funding for
Osorio and Soto’s artistic projects, Tour de Fuerza was an attempt to round-up other like-minded
artists to amplify their projects. The lineup included Viveca Vázquez, who presented three
works, among them Mascando Ingles (Chewing English) (1984), a dance that “explores cultural
displacement and the frustrations of forced migration.”169 Nicaraguan performance artist Eva
Gasteazoro and director Tony Gillotte presented Melba (1987), which chronicles a woman
struggling with the restrictions of her artificial and decadent past, using realismo mágico,
postmodern dance, and experimental theater to explore autobiography and Nicaraguan
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folklore.170 Together, Cubans filmmaker Ela Troyano, performance artist Carmelita Tropicana,
and filmmaker and photographer Uzi Parnes presented Candela, the continued theatrical saga of
Carmelita Tropicana, which follows the traditions of Spanish Zarzuela and the American western
films and is a tale of revenge, crime, and honor. 171 Venezuelan choreographer David Zambrano’s
solo improvisation work Fetiche (1987), centered the mysterious energy that is used by the Black
population of the Venezuelan coastal villages to improvise around their traditional stories. 172
Then there were special appearances by Chicano performance artist Guillermo Gómez-Peña,
presenting Border Brujo (1988),which combines experimental text, artifacts, costume and
performance to articulate the cultural and political conflicts of a Mexican American experience;
and the uptown musical group Los Pleneros de la 21, who perform and dance bomba and
plena. 173 While Tour de Fuerza is part of our understanding of No Regrets, a full analysis of the
individual projects and the showcase’s mission, programming, and reception falls outside the
scope of this thesis. It is this author’s hope that Tour de Fuerza, its contributing artists, and their
individual works are given further attention in a future study.
Broken Hearts (1990)
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For their next Pepatián performance Broken Hearts, which premiered at DTW in April
18, 1990, Osorio and Soto turned to another aspect of Puerto Rican history: migration. 174 The
artists centered their inquiry on “Operation Bootstrap” (Operación Manos a la Obra), the
controversial government program in the 1950s meant to support the rapid industrialization of
post-WWII Puerto Rico, and on the program’s legacy for the island’s experience.175 The
performance begins with the roaring sounds of an airplane’s engine and a pitch-black stage. 176 A
yellow plane suspended above the stage, spinning in a small circle, materializes out of the
darkness. At stage left, a performer appears and proceeds to perform a solo in which his
movements mirror the plane above him, working around the stage in a circle, whirling and
pacing, creating bursts of fluid movement (Fig. 28). Projected on the stage’s backdrop are the
silhouettes of people moving about with luggage. As the first performer leaves the stage with his
trunk, another performer steps onstage. She opens her travel trunk and scatters clothes on the
stage, quickly rifling through them. Overhead, muffled somewhat by the sound of the plane
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engine, a narrator provides an exposition on the history of Puerto Rican migration to the United
States:
Due to catastrophic economic spiral of the 1930s migration to the United States became a
matter of survival. Encouraged to support WWII effort, an influx of Puerto Ricans sought
out factory employment. In 1950s first governor-elect of Puerto Rico Luis Muñoz Marín
set a plan in place, “Operation Bootstrap,” to modernize Puerto Rico into a fully
industrialized economy. Part of this plan was the migration of Puerto Ricans, reasoned by
the Muñoz Marín administration and U.S. government as a temporary solution while
industrialization on the island took off and provided more employment. Furthermore,
migration was also viewed as an effective form of population control, along with the
policy of family planning that pushed for sterilization. As the island economy improved
in the 1960s and 1970s, the constant migration of Puerto Ricans between the United
States and the island took root, a pattern that continues today. 177
The narrator provides statistical data that illustrate this back-and-forth, like the number of Puerto
Ricans living in the United States. As these facts are shared, silhouettes on the stage backdrop
give way to archival footage, and other performers with luggage solemnly assemble on stage, the
model airplane continues roaring and circling over above the stage (Fig. 29).
In Broken Hearts Soto and Osorio continue to juxtapose various mediums and formats to
present a multifaceted assessment of history. To create the visual collage, the artists collaborated
with filmmakers Alfred Bejar and Troyano and screenwriter Torres Camacho. Bejar and Troyano
produced the slideshow and film component of the project, which relied on a number of sources
including archival photographs and footage from El Centro de Estudios Puertorriqueños at
Hunter College, footage from Pedro A. Rivera and Susan Zieg’s Manos a la Obra: The Story of
Operation Bootstrap (1983), and Alfonso Beato’s Puerto Rico: Paraíso Invadido (1977). 178 The
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excerpts range from footage of laborers in factories, to accounts of the stark realities of the
racism and poverty people encountered in New York City. The photographs and film excerpts
are used in three ways: to provide context to an audience that may not be familiar with the
history of Puerto Rican migration to the United States, to add an additional layer of visual texture
to enhance the relatively bare stage, and to create contrast with the performance and
choreography.
The historicity of the film is supplemented and expanded by Torres Camacho’s script,
which grounds grand narratives with specific stories. The performance’s second scene provides
an example: it features multiple brief vignettes of individual Puerto Ricans speaking about their
reasons for leaving or returning to the island. Narrations in Spanish or English tell the individual
stories of each person and the performers step into a single spotlight one at a time, slipping into
character: the artist that wants to move to New York for her career, the man who wants to leave
the island given the first opportunity, the woman that wants to leave New York and its unfriendly
people (Fig. 30). Their stories are punctuated with the alternating phrases “but it seldom happens
that way” and “it almost never happens that way,” reminders of the realities of back-and-forth
migration.
Another particularly effective interaction between Torres Camacho’s script and Soto’s
choreography is an intimate scene between a mother and her “querida hija” (dearest daughter).
The mother lays on an oversized piece of paper and acts out writing, while the audience hears her
narrated confession to her daughter that her father did not die in the Vietnam War. Instead, he
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chose to abandon them before she was born, and now wishes to meet her. As this mother tells the
story of a man named Domingo (we even see him leaving with suitcases under a separate
spotlight) who came to her hometown in Puerto Rico from New York, the daughter, wearing a
festive green dress and sitting on top of a washing machine under another spotlight near the
mother on stage, kicks the machine with her feet and blows raspberries (Fig. 31).The mother
relays that after becoming pregnant she left Puerto Rico with Domingo to live in New York. He
struggled to find employment and the relationship soured, and he ultimately left. As the story’s
plotline develops the daughter’s kicking movements grow stronger and the sounds she makes
grow louder and more chaotic, until her mother ends by asking for forgiveness for having told a
lie. The coordination of the daughter’s movements with the mother’s story in her letter highlights
the ways in which the choreography uses the body to work out what cannot be said simply
through a verbalized narrative.
Osorio’s installation (the sets, costumes, and props) focused on injecting Broken Hearts
with individualized stories of Puerto Rican migration through layered ornate aesthetics. With the
spare stage, Osorio turned to everyday objects (the yellow airplane, washing machine, and an
assortment of luggage) to serve vital roles in the performance. Leval notes that the suitcases
acted as a “poignant motif of the piece, conveying both the pain of separation and the exciting
prospect of new worlds.” 179 Osorio contrasts the minimalism of the stage with an audience
section that he had “packed with the assembled iconography of Puerto Rican popular culture,” as
described by Roberto Gautier in 1990.180 Included in the array are leopard-print curtains, red
borders with fringes, twelve oversized wristband clocks, tapestries with jungle scenes, chairs
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draped in purple with embroidered doilies, synthetic flowery rugs, ballerinas, angels, Mexican
lotería cards, dolls, pearls, skeletons, and jewels. All of which Osorio crammed in the audience’s
seating area. Osorio covered the theater seats in purple fabric and placed doilies on every one of
the headrests. Inserted into the middle of the rows of seating were a church pew and two wicker
chairs painted gold (Fig. 32).181
In the front row of the audience was another elaborate object by Osorio that gained a life
outside the performance as a stand-alone artwork. Post-performance known as A Mis Adorables
Hijas (To My Darling Daughters) (1990), a violet camelback sofa with gold accents and knickknacks and souvenirs decorating the tops of the backrest, it is an interactive narrative object (Fig.
33). In its original context the sofa, like the purple covered seats and church pew, was fully
integrated into the theater seating. Osorio had the sofa embroidered with a mother’s suicidal note
to her daughters that reads:
To my darling daughters: I have to confess I am not feeling as well as before, life has hit
me hard, and pain grows each passing day. I never thought this moment would arrive, but
now I find no solution. Take care, remember I always loved you and will watch over you
from heaven. I hope with time, you will forgive me. Your dear mother. 182
The sofa, much like the vignettes of Puerto Ricans and their migration stories, and the letter
containing the mother’s confession, offers the perspective of an individual within the larger
narrative. Osorio’s static objects, as Teremar Pumarada has argued, “[become] a clue or
symptom of a larger reality…Personal histories such as this one, regardless of their artifact
nature, are capable of changing public history and giving voice to otherwise untold stories,
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marginal, forgotten, glossed over by the equalizing banality of contemporary experience.”183
This reading of Osorio’s objects, especially considering those that he created for performances,
underscores how objects function as repositories of histories that do not fall within the prescribed
public narrative. Osorio rejects a non-expansive and generalized representation of a people’s
history. Like El Chandelier in No Regrets, the purple sofa could have been another item much
saved for in this woman’s home, a luxury that could not in the end mitigate the crushing realities
she faced in the diaspora.
In her choreography for Broken Hearts, Soto continued to utilize the body as a conductor
and repository of feelings, a critical juxtaposition in the visual collage of this migration narrative.
For this project she collaborated with the dancers James Adlesic, Lori Brungard, Ching
González, Ritangela Spadola, and Evelyn Vélez. 184 Throughout the performance the
choreography leans heavily on the use of objects to transmit its theme. The dancers shift to using
the luggage as an extension of their movements: spinning around with them, sitting on them,
setting them down to dance around them, never straying far from their cases (Fig. 34). Their
movements allude to the ever-constant movement of Puerto Ricans back and forth from the U.S.
to the island. “The dancers,” as Leval noted in the accompanying catalogue for Osorio’s 1991
retrospective at El Museo del Barrio, “reenact[ed] the chronic geographic restlessness…Referred
to as la fiebre de irse (the fever of returning), most Puerto Ricans in the U.S., no matter how long
they have been here, consider it a temporary stay, and plan to return ‘as soon as…’” 185 There are
interactions between the dancers as they leave and come back, like entire families and
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individuals making the trek. Closing out the scene by tossing all the luggage on stage and
following suit with their bodies, they crawl slowly off the stage as the lights dim.
Broken Hearts emphasize the perspective of Puerto Rican women within explorations of
diaspora and migration. Instead of focusing on one woman’s story as in No Regrets, however,
Broken Hearts displays a wide breadth of experiences using different formats and tactics. A
number of the components in Broken Hearts are directly about women. Easily understood by
audiences, one segment in Broken Hearts was referred to by critic Roberto Gautier as the
“women’s piece.”186 The narrator somberly lists names to accompany a slideshow of the archival
photographs of women and girls, “Virginia, Pilar, Josefina, Asunción,” as a woman stands
silently with her bags on stage (Fig. 35). To the eerie music of Carl Royce’s score, the dancers,
who are partially nude, use magnifying glasses to methodically and calmly inspect and highlight
parts of their bodies (Fig. 36). Abstracted dance segments continue as all four of the main
women-identifying dancers return to the stage. They embark on a dance segment that switches
from fast strong sweeps across the stage with pelvic thrusts and jumps to still moments in which
their respective movements appear contained. “Soto’s freely danced and precisely intentioned
choreography,” as stated by Gautier, “conveys the privacy and sacredness of inner work,” a
liberatory exploration of women’s sensuality. 187 Their dancing is juxtaposed with videos
projected on the stage’s backdrop of babies crying and eating and women cooking. Nearing the
end of scene, the music shifts to a contemplative tone while the dancers’ moves echo the change.
They face the audience slowly; their hands frame their faces. The scene ends with floorwork,
facing away from the audience, they lift their legs in the air in a pedaling movement.
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The performance also reflects on masculinity through an abstracted yet direct
presentation. The two male-identifying dancers (Adlesic and González) take over a red-tinged
stage. The performers bang on their chests making clapping noises, thrust their pelvises forward,
puff out their chests, huff and leap on stage, crawl across the floor, and at one point appear to
fight each other. Overhead a voice declares: “Yo, that is easy to say, but once you're out there it’s
tough. You can’t be scared, they’ll eat you alive.” A musical score jarring chimes and marimbas
begins, and the performers’ movements take on a sense of posturing, only wearing trousers after
removing their shirts (Fig. 37). Eventually, they take pauses to embrace, before continuing on.
This moment stands out for its tenderness, counteracting the performativity of aggression that
they showcase for the majority of the scene.
Rounding out the succession of scenes, the performance shifts to a couple on stage; this
shift can be considered a continuation of the earlier mother daughter story, and a meditation on
relationships, intimacy, idealization, and sexuality within the context of migration. The narrator
recounts how friends and family stopped speaking to her after she made her own life working
uptown. Even after she met a man, she realized, after what she had gone through with her
husband, she would rather not owe anything to anyone. The couple on stage move in ways that
keep them connected, the back-and-forth relationship symbolism apparent; they alternate from
laying on the floor, to coming together, laying on top of one another intimately, to standing and
carrying one another in total silence. At points, they seem to be in a physical altercation, and then
desperately cling to one another. The silence of this scene is interrupted by the Puerto Rican
singer Julita Ross’s rendition of Rafael Hernández' bolero Diez Años (Ten Years) (1947) a song
that melancholically reminisces on an old love from ten years ago and a desire for memories.
The number of audience members familiar with the song is unclear. Osorio, Soto, and their
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collaborators’ integration of numerous layers of cultural refences, bring ups questions of
legibility and invisibility. The multiple points of entry provided by numerous cultural references
are not always identifiable, to even Puerto Rican viewers, depending on varying sociocultural
experiences and generational divides, and emphasize that a Puerto Rican experience is not
monolithic. Furthermore, it can also suggest the very invisibility of these experiences within
societal consciousness. The couple’s dance continues as they cling to each other to a comedic
degree.
Ultimately Broken Hearts centers on the disillusionment and shattered dreams
experienced by Puerto Ricans under U.S. colonialism. The final segment of Broken Hearts
provides not just a factual archival account of these sentiments, but it also provides a poignant
abstracted dance that interprets their emotional impact through movement. In an interview, a
Puerto Rican woman in what appears to be the Bronx tells the story of her relocation to the
United States when the surplus of factory jobs occurred during WWII. Her plan was to improve
her family’s situation and return to the island. The New York that she encountered, however, was
not the New York she was hoping for or was expecting. The New York that she and many other
Puerto Ricans, and other migrants encountered was one of disillusionment, maltreatment and
racism. To the sounds of Royce’s jarring and dissonant music, Soto appears out of the darkness
to perform a solo full of chaotic energy and staccato movements; she thumps her chest, grabs her
head and hair, gesticulates her arms, moving in circles, as if searching for something. The
audience can clearly hear her vocalizing these exertions. All the dancers join her on stage
employing similar movements, transforming the stage into a chaotic assemblage of movement
and sound. One of the dancers runs on stage with a suitcase and a tied-up Puerto Rican flag
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serving as a bag. The performance ends abruptly with the dancers facing the audience. At the
center is the performer who opened the performance carrying luggage (Fig. 38).
No Regrets and Broken Hearts exemplify the progression of Osorio and Soto’s
collaboration, their partnership’s continued commitment to Puerto Rican narratives through
multidisciplinary and collaborative means. The visual collage presentation expands (video,
photography, dance, installation, and the materials these formats brought in like archival film)
and consequently collaboration expands alongside it. No Regrets embraces popular culture
formats, but complicates them through their multidisciplinary approach. The story of a workingclass Puerto Rican woman from the Bronx subverts telenovela tropes for a self-empowered
transformation. Broken Hearts attempts to capture the overarching narrative of Puerto Rican
migration to the United States with individual realities alongside historical facts, expanding what
history flattens out. These two works providing space for cultural narratives and bring to the
forefront the multiplicity of cultural experience and classist and racial hierarchies within
communities. Moving into the 1990s the artists continued to push their artistic ambitions,
conceptually and collaboratively, as their shared collaborative practice neared its conclusion.
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Chapter Three: When Collaborations End: Historias (1992) and Familias (1993)
For the final chapter our discussion turns to the 1990s and the conclusion of Pepón
Osorio and Merián Soto’s collaborative projects. In the 1990s they created their last two projects,
Historias (Histories) (1992) and Familias (Families) (1993). In these performances the artists
took even more ambitious directions with their joint projects, stretching the possibilities of their
long-standing thematic concerns, collaborative approach, and multidisciplinary framework. Their
collaboration formally ended when, as a result of reductions in funding and changes in their
lives, they decided to shift their respective practices in other directions.
Before and in-between these last two performances, Osorio and Soto pursued individual
projects and received increasing recognition. The artists were included in “The Decade Show:
Frameworks of Identity in the 1980s” (May 12-August 19, 1990), a collaborative exhibition
between The New Museum, The Museum of Contemporary Hispanic Art, and the Studio
Museum in Harlem, focusing on the decade’s prevalent themes, like notions of identity. 188 The
duo presented Puerto Rican Trivia (1990) and Referencias (References) (1990) during the
exhibition’s performance series at the Dance Theater Workshop (DTW) and The Studio Museum
in Harlem. 189 The inclusion of their work in this survey signals their definitive presence within
the space of performance.
That same year Osorio produced set designs for Ballet Hispánico’s presentation of
George Faison’s Cafe America, and the Bronx-based Pregones Theater’s presentation of José
Manuel Torres Santiago’s adaptation of Euripides’s Medea, titled Medea’s Last Rosary (El
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Último Rosario De Medea.) 190 Furthermore, in 1990 Osorio received a Theater
Communications Group and National Endowment for the Arts Designer’s Fellowship, which
allowed him to dialogue with important set designers, directors, and choreographers. 191 And in
1991, El Museo del Barrio organized “Con to’ Los Hierros,” a mid-career survey of Osorio’s
work. 192
The new decade saw Soto creating more platforms for Latinx artists working in dance
and performance. Following Tour de Fuerza (1988), Soto alongside fellow Puerto Rican
choreographer Viveca Vázquez, created Rompeforma, a platform to showcase experimental
performance in their native Puerto Rico. From 1989-1996, Rompeforma served as a yearly forum
dedicated to experimental dance and performance in Puerto Rico, particularly featuring the work
of Puerto Rican artists and U.S based Latinx artists, along with Latin American artists. 193
Beyond acting as a forum to showcase new experimental work, Rompeforma created a venue and
audience for this kind of work in Puerto Rico and supported the presentation of new work
through commissions (with a particular focus on local artists), among other things. 194
Rompeforma allowed artists to engage with the work of their peers, work with each other, and
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discuss critical issues within the space. As noted by performance scholar Ramón Rivera-Servera,
Rompeforma was arguably one of the most important experimental dance events in Puerto Rican
dance history, until funding challenges and other obligations led to its end in 1996. 195 Among
other projects beyond Rompeforma, Soto initiated ¡Muévete! (1991-1994) a showcase of New
York-based Latin American and Latino choreographers the Dance Theater Workshop. 196
Historias (Histories) (1992)
Premiering at Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival in July 1992, Historias is an ambitious work
that utilizes a multidisciplinary approach to produce a challenging mosaic of scenes depicting
centuries of systemic violence in Puerto Rico. 197 Soto and Osorio partnered again with
screenwriter Lourdes Torres-Camacho to create a ninety-minute work constructed around a
number of “scenes,” sometimes more than one, addressing ecological exploitation, welfare
systems that validate the perception of the indolent Puerto Rican, the erasure of African heritage
within Puerto Rican culture, institutional and internalized forms of racism, police brutality, and
the trials of sterilization and contraceptive methods on the childbearing Puerto Rican citizens. 198
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Their most widely showcased project, Historias was presented at numerous venues in the United
States and Latin America until as late as 1999. 199
“Artist Pepón Osorio doesn’t just decorate a theater, he transforms it,” wrote dance critic
Deborah Jowitt in her review of Historias’s premiere for The Village Voice. 200 Osorio’s
installation for the performance dealt with histories of slavery and subsequent racism in Puerto
Rico. Covering the entirety of the theater, it was the audience's first encounter and a constant
reminder of a legacy racial violence within the performance’s overarching narrative. 201 At the
Dance Theater Workshop (DTW) in November 1992, Osorio’s installation was comprised of
multiple large-scale hanging fabric panels printed with images illustrating various scenes related
to the history of slavery in Puerto Rico (Fig. 39). 202 These imposing panels, with images of
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people working the land and enslaved individuals subjected to violence, surrounded the theater,
except for the stage background where videos were projected during the performance. Dance
critic Jack Anderson remarked in a review of the DTW presentation for the New York Times that
the images displayed on the panels “could have been taken from old history and geography
textbooks.” 203 Osorio covered the theater seats with slipcovers printed with similar black-andwhite scenes of enslaved people on plantations and names were scrawled in cursive on the back,
a way of counteracting the erasure enacted in historical images of unidentified individuals (Fig.
40 and 41). The final element of the installation were two large portraits of Black individuals in
oval wooden frames, one of which was hung on stage slightly off-center for the majority of the
performance.
Osorio was distinctly aware of the need to visually connect historical manifestations of
certain social issues to their contemporary iterations. Speaking directly to the installation for this
performance Osorio noted, “It deals with the period, a topic that I am very interested in
recreating in my installations. When you enter the space, you feel like time has vanished like you
are traveling to the past in a time tunnel. At the same time, you can see how it all relates to this
exact moment, with 1992.”204 By choosing to prominently place imagery of enslaved people all
around, their presence is centered within the context of the performance narrative. “The
simplicity and focus of the opening [scene],” wrote Jennifer Dunning in her review of Historias’
premiere in The New York Times, “makes this most powerful image in an evening of images that
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address powerful wrongs.” 205 Frequently throughout Historias the juxtaposition of video and
dance— contributed by Venezuelan filmmaker Irene Sosa and Soto with her company of dancers
respectively—is crucial to supplementing the work’s scenes. The performance begins with a
selection of archival footage from El Archivo General de Puerto Rico (The General Archive of
Puerto Rico), providing the performance with the texture of historical imagery that supports the
work’s thematic concerns and compliment’s Osorio’s set. 206 Projected on stage, the video depicts
hurricane winds battering down vegetation, while an emergency announcement warns of the
hurricane’s imminent arrival. The video cuts to images of laborers in the sugar fields, a sugar
refinery, Afro-Puerto Rican laborers specifically, and people running for cover in the city. A
woman wearing a white dress wanders onto the stage against this backdrop, in her hands a
lantern and lit cigar, she unhurriedly walks around the stage and smokes. (Fig. 42) Jowitt noted
how the projected video gives a violent quality to her presence, “she begins to hurl herself into
the wild, low falls, as if being buffeted by gale force winds. Or is she going mad? Eventually,
she’s brutally hauled away by two men.” 207 Once the video ends and the stage darkens, sounds of
the coquis (frogs) take over, and the stage becomes an evening in the aftermath of the hurricane.
The woman moves at first hunched closed to ground, swaying, limbs twitching, shift allusions to
harvesting sugarcane, and combating an unseen foe. 208 During all this the theater’s silence,
except for the coquis, exacerbates the sounds of her actions. A second performer, fully nude,
joins her onstage and performs similar movements (Fig. 43). When the woman wearing the white
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dress is hauled away by two men, the other performer continues her cane cutting movements as
the lights dim.
In the second scene, and those thereafter in Historias, Soto’s collaborative choreography
continues to make use abstracted actions to supplement and expand the project’s thematic
threads. 209 After the storm, the lead performers and the dance company populate the stage for a
scene centered on countering the stereotype that “living within the imposed welfare system
[Puerto Ricans] are seen by others as lazy,” as the artists themselves noted. 210 They visualize this
idea by presenting a counter argument: the historical fact that Puerto Ricans have labored
strenuously in the sugar industry on the island. As archival film footage of a sugar refinery
plumbing out smoke plays, dancers swap out their clothing and change into work uniforms of
mostly white shirts and beige trousers. The repeating sounds of machinery and steam whistles
become the scene’s soundtrack. As if cutting sugarcane, the performers move across the stage
swiftly pausing to perform the action and holding the position intermittently (Fig. 44). Moving
across the stage in waves, some performers cut low while others grab the stock high. Anderson
noted the participants’ “sheer force, weightedness and bluntness” made them appear to be real
laborers, rather than “dancers carefully performing steps in unison that were based on work
movements.” 211 If not quite like the real manual workers captured in the archival footage, the
performers’ movements were effective in conveying the taxing nature of repetitive labor. Dance
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critic Susanna Sloat suggests this scene presents one of numerous references to Afro-Caribbean
forms in the “pounding movements of Ogun” alongside the machete cutting actions. 212
Altogether the performers turn their backs to the audience, the ensemble raises their hands and
moves their hands down on a diagonal, turning left to a sawing action (Fig. 45). Turning to the
audience, in two rows, they continue the same actions to the beat of the machinery. One row of
performers remains in unison while the other returns to previous individual harvesting
movements. The scene transitions as the dancers slow down, exhausted, some even laying on the
stage floor as the lights dim, marking the end of a work day.
In scenes on racism in Puerto Rico, racism is assessed as the diminishing and erasure of
African heritage and the consequential forms of internalized racism. Another video plays briefly,
a black-and-white recording of a social gathering of mostly Afro-descendant people, playing
music and dancing along to the beat of drums. Once concluded, one performer dressed in a white
shirt, gold brocade pants with a thick sash, and white elbow length gloves with flowers on the
ends addresses the audience (Fig. 46). She attests that from the perspective of a Black person in
Puerto Rico, she is, like all Black Puerto Ricans, banned from entering casinos and Casa España,
from holding public office, segregated so far that “[they] ended in the sea.” 213 She declares that,
in order to survive, Black people had to learned to live, worship, dress, and speak like “them”
(those of Spanish descendant). Casting aside any validation of the white colonial superiority, she
asks, “whose similar to what? whose cooking is it anyways? whose music? whose dance?”
Another video begins: the strings of a cuatro can be heard as a Black woman in the video
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carefully puts on the same white gloves, and in an operatic voice begins to sing. 214 The six lead
performers return holding hands, forming a chain. They come together, like in a European court
dance, and they interweave and even bow. Eventually, they break the chain to dance in pairs and
individually (Fig. 47). The dance ends as the singer in the video removes her gloves and takes
out one of the light-colored contacts from her eyes. She stares out towards the audience, clearly
visible are her one dark eye and one light colored eye. The music changes, as do the movements
for the next segment. To the repetitive beat of drums, flutes, and cuatros, a musical score that
suggests an Afro-Caribbean rhythm plays. The performers’ movements become slightly altered,
looser with more pelvis-based movements, and shaking limbs, as their movements continue to
reference couple dances.
The abstract approach employed in Historias is exemplified in a couples’ dance. One of
the pairs in the group (Niles Ford and Lori Brungard) embark on a duet full of a variety of
movements: from shaking, grounded squatted positions, to shimming, leaps, lifting, and
embraces. Jowitt described the duet as a push-and-pull, “their bodies are always askew, wild,
their embraces comfortless” (Fig. 48). 215 As the duo dances alongside the rest of the company, in
the video projected behind them, a woman is shown lifting the slats of a Venetian blind to peer at
them. When the music shifts to a bolero, and the couple are the last two dancers remaining on
stage and they come together for slow dance. For Jowitt the duet conveys more than combative
tension. He ponders if “are we to consider a reality that dance audiences are trained to ignore:
that Brungard is white and Ford is black,” which in turn reveals the extent to which the
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performance considers the manifestations of racism on the island, and beyond. 216 Dunning
interpretated the duet differently, describing it as “a woman fighting for an identity the man
attempts to squash.”217 When one of the dancers (Ford) removes his shirt, the other (Brungard)
flees the stage, and he is left on a silent stage alone.
On the other hand, the solo that directly follows is direct in its attempt to attempt to distill
the violence of slavery in choreography. On the silent dark stage, the man (Ford), dressed only in
white trousers, moves across the stage. At times hunched over, or standing touching his back, he
lunges and leaps to only to come back to paused and controlled movement. His exertions and the
sound of his feet meeting the stage floor are audible. In the darkness someone holding a bright
light follows him around the stage, sporadically shining the light on him. As if caught by the
light, he tenses up and looks directly at it with an anxious gaze (Fig. 49). He is caught by the
spotlight again, but this time apologizes, the children will be taken care of, the sugarcane will be
harvested. Speaking in Spanish and English phrases interspersed, anxiously deferential he adds,
“anything you say, sir.” Making himself smaller, he hunches over as the light follows him,
gasping once the light moves away, a sharp contrast to his statuesque and fluid movements just
moments before. As the character’s distress rises, hunched over, sweating, gasping, the tension in
the theater also rises. The collaborative choreography embraces the capabilities of an abstracted
approach to subject matter, while never losing perspective on what cannot be abstracted. Jowitt
considered Soto’s use of abstraction in Historias to be “terrifically powerful,” particularly
mentioning Ford’s solo. 218 The next time the spotlight follows the character, he is transformed:
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moving across the stage with frantic energy, rhythmic stomping, athletically jumping, and
shaking his entire body. The contrast in movement and presence is marked, but still each time
this character encounters the light he gasps, as if stricken by it. Sloat considered these
movements another moment in which the choreography gesturing to Afro-Caribbean
movements, and that Ford’s character “shakes then snaking, and finally victorious” escaping the
light as he leaves the stage. 219
The performance turns to consider contemporary manifestations of internalized racism.
The artists also return to and integrate previous performances addressing the same ideas.
Narration sets the stage for the audience about the erasure of Puerto Rico’s African heritage:
Puerto Rico, an island colonized by Spain in 1492, became a colony of the United States
in 1898, as one of the spoils of the Spanish American War. Five hundred years of
colonial governments have brought uncertain knowledge of many historical truths.
Popular misconceptions, or myths, about the makeup of Puerto Rico’s cultural heritage
suddenly sanctioned by the educational system abound. Many of these myths cleverly
mask the predominance of the African heritage in contemporary Puerto Rican culture.
The idealization of the white jíbaro (peasant) as a national character of Puerto Rico hides
the fact that since the nineteenth century a majority of the population is Black and
mulato. The myth of the humble Black slave in Puerto Rico’s past masks historical facts
of continuous slave uprisings and revolts throughout the nineteenth century. History
books often skim over the extreme violence and exploitation of the slave system in Puerto
Rico, indeed one of the most predominant myths is that racism simply doesn’t exist in
Puerto Rico. 220
As this audio plays, the performers take to the stage slowly pausing one-by-one to reveal
different parts of their bodies to the audience —abdomens, underarms, gums, legs, breasts,
buttocks, back, neck. (Fig. 50) One performer (Ford) returns to face the audience and then turns
to show his profile, reminiscent of mug shot photography. The rest of the performers, just a bit
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behind in the shadow of the spotlight, begin to provide racist commentary in English and
Spanish. Among the comments, which sometimes were translated live by performers are, “Se
dice que se sabe quién es negro por la encías (They say you can tell someone is Black by their
gums) and “Yo no soy negra, yo soy india” (I am not Black, I am Indian). 221 The performers
again show body parts to the audience, as these comments continue, becoming both tragic and
parodic. We again see the woman peering through her venetian blind again. One performer
(Ford) directly addresses the audience, “I am not Black, I am Indian,” setting off a cacophony of
their own from the five other performers. They all proceed to show their gums, but their
movements are quickly amplified into violent actions, and it appears like they are trying to pry
their mouths further. The scene ends with one performer alone on stage.
In this scene about contemporary manifestations of racism, Osorio and Soto drew on
Referencias (1990), a performance they presented at the “The Decade Show.” In Referencias
Soto and Osorio addressed racism from the perspective of their interracial romantic relationship;
this was a rare instance in which they took a personal approach to their work and in which
Osorio performed alongside Soto. 222 Soto described Referencias as a healing act.223 In
Referencias they included racist comments received or heard in the form of overhead
commentary, and in their solos, each revealed parts of their bodies for the audience.224 In
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Historias the artists expanded the topic of racism beyond their personal experience to a societal
one and returned to movements that would support the work’s core themes. Soto used similar
language to describe Historias, “It’s like psychotherapy … If you don’t relive the emotion, you
cannot heal. I believe that in part that is what we are doing [in Historias].” 225
The next two scenes addressing police brutality are introduced with a projected image of
the bloodied and bruised face of Federico Pereira (1971-1991), a man killed by the New York
City Police in the borough of Queens in February 1991. 226 The performer last on stage (Adlesic)
takes on the metaphoric role of the deceased individual on stage, his body illuminated by an
outline of lights on the floor. Once the stage lights come back on we see him spread-eagle onstage uttering, “You have the right to remain silent...Anything you say can be used against you in
a court of law,” another performer (Ford) lays hidden underneath him (Fig. 51). They move in
alternating gestures, one covers their mouth, the other their ears, one jumps over the other as one
rolls underneath, both take turns saying to each other “you have the right to an attorney...and if
you cannot afford one, one will be appointed to you.” Their movements in the scene allude to an
interlocked altercation, from laying on the floor moving in sync to forcing hands behind backs in
a struggle. But they are also interjected with moments of gentleness. As Dunning described, they
were “locked in a fluid dance of shifting brutality and tenderness.” 227 It appears as if one shoots
the other at one moment; one pushes the other to the ground; they alternate lifting each other in
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the air and then lift their arms up in the universal sign for ‘unarmed.’ At times they seem to be
motioning as if in conversation, then falling into each other’s embrace, all the while lists of
people killed by police in New York and Puerto Rico are displayed on the stage background. 228
(Fig. 52). Their duet ends with gentle moments of embrace and they lean on each other, while
the sound of church bells ringing softly.
Historias’s segment on police violence continues as the main six performers return to the
stage. By leaning into the possibilities of “theatrical abstraction,” as Jowitt called it in her
review, Osorio’s installation and Royce’s haunting soundtrack, conjure a penetrating visual
alongside performances addressing the complex issues at hand. 229 After having assembled in a
straight line at the back of the stage, the performers all suddenly collapse to the ground as if shot.
Sirens and distant bells tolls fill the theater, as they repeatedly get up and fall down, their forms
multiplying due to shadows cast by the stage light (Fig. 53). Supported by other elements, the
abstraction of this violence steers clear of desensitization. For Jowitt the performers are vital as
“the real effort and the real differences between [them] make the metaphor sear its formal
confines.”230 The sirens get louder and louder as the group moves closer to the audience, until
the stage goes dark and the scene ends.
Historias concludes with a pair of scenes reflecting on the history of government
supported population control methods and contraception trials in Puerto Rico. The
multidisciplinary setup reflects the complexity of this history, and ultimately ends the
performance on a meditative note. Excerpts from Cuban-Puerto Rican filmmaker Ana María
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García’s documentary La Operación (The Operation) (1982) are projected on stage. 231 Garcia’s
film addresses the history of family planning in Puerto Rico as part of the island's economic and
political development, and reveals how sterilization became such a common procedure it was
simply referred to as “la operación.”232 Footage from the documentary plays showing an
operation in which doctors are working on someone’s abdomen and women with luggage
walking on unpaved roads. An older woman recounts her encounter with women who checked
into the hospital to undergo the sterilization procedure, her subsequent desire to undergo the
procedure, and how it was scheduled a mere few days after she expressed interest. There is also
footage of a person (a U.S. agency representative) arguing that connections can be made between
population explosions and potential revolts against the system, and another clip of lab technician
at work while a news presenter announces private groups investing millions of dollars to find
methods of population control for places like Puerto Rico and India.
Two performers (Adlesic and Westwater) take to the stage to play out an exchange as
doctor and patient. (This scene was criticized by some reviewers as a misstep for presenting the
sterilization as population control veiled as family planning.) One dancer dawns a lab coat,
clearly taking on the role of doctor. As the doctor, he moves the woman around brusquely,
positions her just so in a numerous way, circling around her inspecting, pushing her with a force
that knocks her over, and examines her abdomen. The two enter into an altercation, and
ultimately, he arranges her in a makeshift operating room, the bright light of a lamp spotlighting
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her on the otherwise dark stage (Fig. 54). Much of what is discussed in La Operación—the
history of population control and contraceptive testing in Puerto Rico—is conveyed to the
audience in the distilled form of a news announcement that plays as an audio recording while
women in the performance ensemble solemnly begin to gather on the stage:
September 27, 1937: Today, Puerto Rico’s governor Blanton Winship approved Law
number 136 legalizing sterilization on the island. Based on the principles of eugenics,
which advocates the breeding of the fit and the weeding out of the unfit, the government
declared that the new law would, quote, ‘Fill the urgent need of the menace of the evergrowing population,’ end of quote. April 30 1945: Today, Chief of the United States
Tariff Commission Mr. [Ben D.] Dorfman suggested the migration of a million Puerto
Ricans as part of a plan to reduce the population problem in Puerto Rico. May 17, 1946:
The latest government studies show that 6.5 % of Puerto Rican women have been
sterilized in public hospitals and private clinics. June 26, 1953: The most recent
economic study shows that to date 17% of Puerto Rican women have been sterilized.
October 31, 1974: Today, in the United Nations, leaders of the Puerto Rican
Independence Movement accused United States imperialists of carrying out a genocidal
plan in Puerto Rico. December 10, 1974: A recent government study states that 200,000
or 35% of Puerto Rican women of an average of twenty-six have been sterilized since
1945. March 22, 1977. Today, Population Officer of the [United States] Agency for
International Development, Dr. Richard T. Ravenholt stated that if the United States’
goals were met 1⁄4th of the women of the world would be sterilized to prevent
revolutions which would interfere with the economic interest of multinational
corporations. September 13, 1980: Today El Mundo published an article that described
Puerto Rico as a laboratory for birth control technology. The article stated that
contraceptive pills twenty times as strong as those used today were first tested among
Puerto Rican women living in government housing projects in the [19]50s and [19]60s. A
method to reconnect fallopian tubes severed in sterilization procedures was also tested on
poor women, and failed in the majority of cases. The article also quoted the most recent
government study which states that at present one third of all Puerto Rican women of
child bearing age have been sterilized. 233
The group of about eight women walk around the stage as the information is recited. Eventually,
the audio stops and in silence four of them lay flat on their backs under spotlights, their heads
toward the audience, arms and legs spread out. The four performers let out a cacophony of
distressed “Nos!”, but do not change their positions, as if they are unable to move. For some, like
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Jowitt the doctor-patient duet “oversimplified the political subtleties” and melodramatized the
deceptive sterilization campaigns and contraceptive. 234
The second half of the segment, and the final scene of Historias, ends on decidedly
reflective note. The four performers curling into themselves, into fetal positions, as eerie music
begins to play (light dissonant chimes, like water drops, and synth low notes). Their movements
are first largely focused on groundwork and pelvic movements; they push themselves around in
fetal positions, defensively, crawling, lifting legs, pelvic thrusts, skating in place on their sides
on the ground, and assuming protective positions with their heads tucked into their bodies (Fig.
55). Once they all stand, their movements turn to the slow inspection of their own bodies. “In the
dance,” writer, curator, and educator Eva Yaa Asantewaa reflected, “The bodies of the women
absorb a trauma while their minds have been put to sleep…Recovering from their surgery, the
women seem haunted by the notion that something is very wrong about them. This evokes, too,
the ‘amnesia’ of which Soto speaks. Historias is meant to be a gift of awakening and
remembering. 235 Asantewaa's description of the body as a repository of these traumas, in
Historias is distinctly presented as personal and societal, and reframes the way we consider the
choreography throughout the work. Soto herself noted to Asantewaa, “I work a lot with
improvisation, energy modes, accessing emotional states. All of our emotions are in our bodies,
and we can channel that. There is history of our bodies.” 236 Consequently, when the women
gather center stage to move in unison, again gesturing to their bodies, it’s a strong visual in terms
of presenting a shared physical, psychological, and personal experience. After the stage darkens
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for a moment, four pairs appear out of the darkness for the conclusion. On the stage floor the
pairs take turns embracing each other, switching between roles of caretaker and one in need of
care. “The body must also be a site of emotional healing,” wrote Asantewaa, “one member of
each same-sex pair holds and softly comforts the other, knowing and remembering and auditing
the waking body with compassion.” 237 At times they appear in pieta-like embraces, and at other
times they make soothing gestures as both partners lay flat on the stage floor. The music reflects
the scene’s intimacy, and one can hear the sounds of lullaby-like humming, as Historias
concludes with the entire cast joining in the collective comfort.
Familias (Families) (1995)
For Osorio and Soto’s follow up to Historias and their final project, they looked to
highlight and pay tribute to their home, the South Bronx. 238 With Familias the artists continued
their multidisciplinary collaborative strategies but moved away from the explicitly Puerto Rican
narratives. When it premiered in December 1995, inaugurating the new Hostos Center for Arts
and Culture in the South Bronx, the collaborative project between members of the community
had been in production for a period of fifteen months. For Movement Research Performance
Journal in 1997, Soto recounted some of the central goals for the project:
In Familias we set out to create an epic work with, about, and in our adopted community
of the South Bronx. The piece would be a tribute to the spirit and resourcefulness of a
community in overcoming poverty, racism, and violence. Through the work we wanted to
counter the negative stereotyping of the Bronx in the media. On a personal level we
wanted to expand our experience of creating a family into our art by working with other
families in the South Bronx. 239
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Whereas in prior projects, they engaged with audiences and communities through immersive
installations, after-performance conversations, and aimed to cast locally for performers, for
Familias they invited the community as collaborators. Their project coincided with plans to
inaugurate new theater facilities for the Hostos Center. Osorio, Soto, and then Hostos Center for
the Arts and Culture director Wally Edgecombe conceived of a way forward through a
commissioned residency supported project. Familias would also activate the community’s
engagement with their neighborhood theater and performance space. The artists’ goal was to
work directly with families, representing the broadest range of what entails ‘family,’ beyond
heteronormative parameters. 240 A Pepatián production, the entire team of creators (Soto, Osorio,
particularly the five principle dancers Ford, Adlesic, Westwater, Patricia Dávila, and Mereditas
Mañago, film and video artist Sosa, and composer Royce) partnered with families. For the oneyear plus timeline of the production, each creator worked with a family building a rapport,
exchanging stories, and cultivating material to conceptualize Familias. Beyond their admittance
to all events at the Hostos Center throughout the span of the project, families were encouraged to
participate in whatever ways they wished, be that performing, assisting backstage, or providing
feedback about the direction and content of the project during the numerous presentations
throughout the process of conceiving and producing the performance. 241
Engaging their community in the artistic process was not a straightforward endeavor and
required the artists to adapt to the needs of the community. The Pepatián team’s initial plan was
to organize informal gatherings at different community sites, show samples of their past work,
present their vision for the Familias project, and invite people to join them for the period of the
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residency. Ultimately, this approach was ineffective in recruiting community members for
meaningful involvement. Shifting gears, the project secured the assistance of Chilean activist
Nieves Ayress Moreno, co-director of the Bronx community space Vamos a La Peña (Let’s go to
the rock), to as Soto reflected, “endorse and anchor the project in the community.”

242

La Peña

became a local hub for the project, the local organization helped spread the word, provided space
for meetings, performances, and sharing meals. The shift in the exchange dynamic between
creators and community from outreach to what the artists called or “inreach,” was a critical
recalibration of established practices of interacting with communities. 243 As assessed by Jane
Gabriels current co-director of Pepatián, inreach functioned from a position within community,
not reaching out to new communities from the position of ‘other.’ Inreach implies, as Gabriels
states, that “reach is not an action that is requires great mobilization; one does not have to reach
out far to connect with others.” 244 Conceptually conceived by the artists as members of the
community, it was based also on the need to include marginalized artists and communities in the
contemporary arts. Familias had a designated inreach coordinator, Sandra García, who supported
Ayress and La Peña’s work in recruiting eight families for the core component of the project. 245
Familias was developed through multiple residencies supported by the Hostos Center,
from 1994 to 1995, which were meant to empower community participants, demystify the artistic
process, and create dialogue with a community as participants and audience. Over the course of
these residencies, Soto named two intersecting areas or “parallel processes,” at the core of the
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development of Familias: a “community process” and an “artistic process.” 246 After their initial
failed approach of recruitment during their first residency and their enlisting of key local
community members to open channels for community exchange, the project’s conceptual
premise and consequent translation into a multidisciplinary performance had to be parsed out in
discussion with their community (artistic process). The evaluation and revaluation from all
involved parties was constant.
The first Hostos residency culminated with the initial showing of Familias to the
community in December 1994, providing the community with a concrete idea of the developing
forms what Familias was taking. During the second residency in winter 1995, which benefitted
from the artists’ recalibration, activities and exchanges between the families and the Pepatián
team were in full swing and each team member paired off with one of the eight families. Another
work-in-progress presentation was scheduled at the end of residency period, which in turn was
well attended and provided feedback on the content and form of the work. In order to
successfully traverse the rocky terrain of family experience, both personally and with
participating families, Osorio and Soto sought the guidance of poet, theater activist, and shaman
María Mar. She helped them process the emotional and psychological issues that would surely be
unearthed in their conversations with the families. 247 A brief third residency at the Dance Center
of Columbia College in Chicago in May 1995, shifted Familias to a different community.
Although efforts were made to create exchanges between the Chicago and New York families
and to integrate the Chicago families as participants in a chamber version, Soto reflected that it
was only “partially successful as a performance.” 248 Ultimately, time constraints limited the
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Chicago families’ participation and the full integration into the final work that Osorio and Soto
wanted was not possible.249
Activities leading up to the fourth and final residency solidified the project’s commitment
to a multidisciplinary collaborative process. The Pepatián team organized focus groups
composed of individuals and organizations that could assist in spreading information about the
project and help attract local audiences. Furthermore, movement workshops were organized for
community members to experiment with movement and performance. Two workshops, “Mothers
and Teenage Daughters” and “Men Dancing,” helped pinpoint families that interested in
participating in the final production, determine how they wished to participate, and encourage
them to develop a shared movement language. 250The third residency brought families and other
community members into the work in an integral way; eight families actively participated in this
last final stretch in Familias creation. 251 Royce, who created the musical score for Familias,
worked with the local teenage choir to compose a song performed in the final production. Joining
the final performance cast were teenagers from the PAX Youth Theater and several Hostos
students. 252
Familias’ collaborative journey culminated in the work’s premiere in December 1995. A
well-received project, it demonstrated a process of true collaboration with community. “We
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fulfilled our original vision,” Soto wrote in 1997. Nearly one hundred local residents were
involved in the production, and all of the six showing were sold out. This is not surprising
because the event had established itself within the community through word of mouth. A
Familias newspaper, extensive press coverage by El Diario la Prensa and the local cable station
BronxNet all contributed to this process. 253 The artists were struck by the sense of ownership of
the work expressed by the participating families. A group within the community open to future
art projects was generated as a result.254
Familias on Stage
In Familias, Osorio, Soto, and the Pepatián team combine abstraction and explicit
references to represent family, as conceived by the South Bronx community and the project’s
creative team. The decision to work abstractly, both in terms of narratives and characters, was
made in consideration of the participating families’ privacy, and the recognition that “everyone’s
experiences echo in another’s experience.” 255 This resulted in complex collage of images
affirming the South Bronx community’s humanity and the drive to “surmount an environment
overwrought by poverty, racism, and violence, and a spirit of hope for transformation.” 256
Familias begins with a man and pregnant woman seated center stage in a living room furnished
with a sofa, side tables, and lamps. 257 The soft sounds of Puerto Rican cuatros and other
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instruments make up Royce’s score for the project, a mélange of rhythms, which also included
sitars, charangos, mandolins, guitars, and basses. 258 In apparent pain the woman stands up and
walks offstage, gently led by the man. This moment gives way to looser ruminations as the scene
shifts to the five main performers standing alone onstage; huddled together, they moving across
it at a nimble pace.259 Dressed in sleeveless white tanks and trousers and printed dresses
reminiscent of 1950s silhouettes, their movements center on a woman positioned in the middle
group who is hunched over if in pain but walking along (Fig. 56). In conversation with Gabriels,
Soto explains that the opening segment, titled “Border Crossing,” was created to address
immigrant families. 260The ensemble’s movements are a push-and-pull, some members pulling
away to leave, but are brought back into the group with embraces and gesturing that resembles
intimate conversations. Then Associate Director of Pepatián Kate Ramsey noted that the opening
scenes function as metaphors ranging from representations of the “ambivalently binding nature
of nurture, to the wrenching effects of migration, dislocation, and displacement on families
globally.” 261 As Suki John noted in a review for the Village Voice, “The group clings, carries,
and struggles across an invisible border, only to disband one by one leaving a solitary woman to
face the unknown.” 262

December 1995. 100 mins. Video on private Vimeo account. Access provided to the author by the artist Merián
Soto, March 14, 2020.
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As the performance shifts to the next segment, Osorio’s installation and costumes come
into the picture more clearly. The apartment assembled onstage and everyday costumes are a
continuation of his tactics adapted for Familias’s fundamental themes. Immersing the performers
and audience in the living visuals of family and community, the installation transforms the stage
an apartment, complete with a kitchen and living room, full of everyday items casually
assembled like one would find in lived-in spaces. In Familias objects and costumes help build
the scene, both when scenarios are straightforward, like a scene of apartment life, and when they
are not, like in the dream-like interludes. The space is further lived-in by the variety of characters
that occupy it; main and background vignettes of everyday family are played out onstage, some
performed by the professional dancers and others by community members and the participating
families. Their costumes are likewise casually quotidian, from party dresses to bathroom robes.
At later points in the performance, the living environment is taken a step further. Venetian blinds
arranged behind the main apartment installation occasionally open, the blinds reveal more
everyday vignettes of other apartments: a woman combing a girl’s hair, man drinking coffee, a
mother and daughter talking, among other scenes. As Gabriels reasons, “in Familias, the set is
Osorio’s performance…Osorio reframed the set as an installation and accentuated the materials
as fully interactive pieces of daily life reconfigured as artificial reenactments in a theater
space.”263
From the group opening, we are presented with a segment referred to as “Mom with the
kids,” in which the activity of family life, and all its characters, fills the stage. 264 Sosa’s video,
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one of the several projected on the stage’s background during in Familias, shows slowed-down
footage of children and adults going about their day in the South Bronx, bringing the specificity
of the project into focus and adding another layer to the visual collage. 265 On stage children play,
teenagers hang out, and adults go about their lives. The teenagers and adults are played by the
main cast and others by community members. With the stage active with activity, the woman
from the previous scene (Dávila) extends her character into the new environment (Fig. 57). Her
persona encompasses Familias’s interpretation of a mother character. At times she interacts with
others, for instance rebuking the teenager characters. At other times she sticks to her own
independent movements: rolling on the ground, sweeping, wiping, folding movements, leaping,
and mixing (Fig. 58).
Over the course of Familias, the archetypical nature of the characters and narratives,
grounded by Osorio’s installation, and Sosa’s videos, creates a layered assessment of family that
is also an ode to the South Bronx. As noted by Soto, Familias takes place not on the plane of
storytelling, but at “an unconscious level of dreams and archetypes where much of the drama of
family life is played out.” 266 For the artists the stories shared by collaborating families over the
production process, be they positive or negative, were private matters that should not be
dramatized and should be kept confidential, even if the publicity for Familias spoke of telling
South Bronx stories. 267 Dramatization of the participating families’ stories explicitly would have
veered towards stereotyping, regardless of the project’s nuanced and collaborative approach. In
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line with their approach in previous projects, Osorio and Soto embraced abstracted meditations
on family, community, and the issues that affect them.
The following two scenes, titled “James and the Angels” and “I won’t be your angel
anymore,” are examples within Familias that decidedly follow the directive of abstraction and
archetype. 268 As all the commotion empties out of the apartment, a man sits in the kitchen
wearing a red bath robe. In “James and the Angels,” James Adlesic assumes the role of an
alcoholic man within dream-like scenario. 269 At the table with a drink, the man disrobes to a pair
of white underwear. To the sounds of Royce’s meditative score, he moves from tense poses and
frantic discombobulated movements, to softly lifting his arms towards the spotlight and to
coming down to his knees in pleading gestures. At times he makes shooting gestures to his head
and leg. We catch glimpses of his back tattoo, the words “perdóname madre” (forgive me
mother) clearly visible. His movements conjure up a number of interpretations: supplication,
struggle, pain, self-loathing, and intoxication. Three women (Dávila, Mañago, and Westwater) in
sheer iridescent white robes, first as silent observers, interact with the troubled man (Fig. 59).
Osorio’s costumes cause them to appear as angel figures, imagery cemented further by their
cradling of the exhausted man in Christ-like poses (Fig. 60). The scene is interrupted, as another
character (Ford) demands assistance from the women and they move to his side as he takes a seat
on a red armchair, assuming the pose of a father figure perhaps. Westwater re-robes and returns
for the solo titled, “I won’t be your angel anymore.” Royce’s music score is defined by sense of
crescendo, and Westwater’s character, no longer solemn, moves across the stage with intention
and energy. In an interview with Gabriels, Westwater recounted the influence of her yearlong
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exchange with Ayress, not in telling her exact story, but translating Ayress’ passion, strength,
dignity, and resolve into movement. 270 Extended arms and leaps, gestures with decided purpose
appear liberating. Sosa’s video shows an angel figurine falling and breaking apart in slow
motion. This woman, whose character becomes clearer in the following scene, does not want to
continue on as before (Fig. 61).
The next scene, “The Party,” gathers the five Pepatián performers in a scene about a
family and its dysfunctions as they prepare for a birthday party. Called in by a mother figure
(Dávila) and donning a magenta party dress to transition from the last scene, the birthday girl
(Westwater) interacts with her family while they prepare for the party. Numerous family
dynamics are revealed as the characters exchange words and complete tasks. Compliments are
juxtaposed with demands, and bickering devolves into outright accusations. 271 Family roles
become clearer as the interactions unfold: a father figure (Ford), a mother figure (Davila),
daughter and sister (Westwater), and a son and brother (Adlesic). There is also the addition of the
daughter’s daughter (Mañago). 272 Sosa’s video shows closeups of the performer’s faces as the
tension reaches a breaking point (Fig. 62 and 63). The birthday girl exclaims, “It’s my
birthday!” and proceeds to yell at them all. She calls her brother (Adlesic) a drunk, tells her
father (Ford) he was not the parent she wanted. The family settles down enough to sit for a
photograph, just before the doorbell rings signaling the arrival of guests with food, gifts, and
cake (Fig. 64). People mingle, children run around, and couples begin to dance, the lines
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between professional performers and community members blur (Fig. 65). When the time comes
to sing happy birthday, the party assembles around the birthday cake to the sing in Spanish.
In “Adios” (Goodbye), the Familias’ culminating exchange, Soto attempts to encompass
the conflicts and resolutions of familial relationships in her choreography. The scene starts with a
blaring alarm clock, and Mañago’s character commits herself to leaving (we are left to interpret
this decision and relate it to the familial interactions witnessed thus far) (Fig. 66). As the
household comes to life, parental figures (Dávila and Ford) embrace their daughter (Westwater),
only to have her push them away. The performers’ core movements lean on the dynamics of
push-and-pull, with variations in speed and intensity. Energy modes play a critical role in Soto’s
conception of movement as they, “hook you into specific energies, and these energies have
specific expressive qualities. [It] provides structure, so that in a way you find yourself
performing instant choreography.” 273 Memories of movement and technique can be used and
expressed in different ways. In this scene movement attempts to encompass a family saying
goodbye with all the subtleties of their interpersonal relationships. Repeating movements can
read as the indecision of leaving, or conflicting feelings towards a loved, but flawed family
member (Fig. 67 and 68). The group embraces, emotes, and repeats movements like pulling and
pushing, lift each other; pairs connect forehead to forehead moving in a circle or they slow dance
(Fig. 69). There is a sense of renewed familial support, and the soft music of string instruments
compliments the subdued mood. Son, brother and uncle (Adlesic) return with similar
movements, and father and son move to the kitchen showcasing gentle exchange and mutual
assistance. As this family scene transpires, the blinds are opened again, and we see other families
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going about their days (Fig. 67 and 68). Decisively, the daughter (Mañago) declares that she is
leaving, but exhausted she collapses into her family's embrace, who carry her around the stage,
until she is ready to take her leave.
In Familias’ final scenes, the project shifts its focus from the internal workings of a
family to a family’s relationship to community, presenting community as a kind of family. The
issues affecting the South Bronx are woven into these reflections, but ultimately the image of
family and community is one of care. Dressed in white, Ford runs in place under a spotlight to
the sounds of a fast-paced drum. Projected on the back of the stage is footage of the street
underneath, the above ground subway, and the neighborhood’s sidewalk. The stage is
transformed into the neighborhood streets. Ford’s movements include jump rope gestures,
playing basketball, dancing, sweeping, and waving to people (Fig. 70). The rest of the darkened
stage is populated with community performers doing similar movements, or literally jumping
rope and playing basketball. Like in other scenes, background neighborhood activity happens
simultaneously; we can see the flashing of lights through the open blinds as people pose for
police booking photos (Fig. 71). Ford cries out and one of the performers falls to the ground and
is then helped up by others; they all face the crowds on stage solemnly. In this way, the
performance acknowledges the presence of violence in the community. Even in the video, Sosa
includes brief footage of police cars (Fig. 72). The white outline of the body remains on stage.
Another moment addresses the effects of violence on the community is a vigil for a fallen
community member. A memorial is erected on the stage, which includes photographs, candles,
and flowers. Adults and kids—performers from the community—assemble around it (Fig. 73
and 74).
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After the memorial, the final segment of Familias takes the performance to the
community garden. To the soft sounds of a guitar, Bronx based Nuyorican poet Sandra María
Esteves recites her poem “Coming out is darkness.” 274 Singing the parts of the poem in Spanish,
are community performers siting in a row facing the audience tending to their plants (Fig. 75).
Over the course of the performance the stage is transformed into a lush garden, and when the
poetry reading concludes and they clear the stage, it brightens to reveal a full community garden,
tended to by the multigenerational cast (Fig. 76). Hanging on the sides of the stage are lively
murals of the community created by the Bronx-based graffiti group Tats Cru. 275 In the
background, trios and duos of professional and community performers execute gentle
movements characterized by continuous connection. They hold hands, embrace, carry each other,
go around in circles, and interweave themselves via linked chains of hands. Their movements at
first seem random, but slowly, loosely synchronize as the performance reaches its conclusion.
The choreography progresses, incorporating gentle spinning in place with raised arms, which
creates beautiful visuals of free joyfulness. The group comes together center stage into a large
hand-linked circle, a visual performance of community joy (Fig. 77). Familias ends with a video
of the Bronx neighborhood: from the perspective of someone’s window, it shows the elevated
subway rushing along, views of the tall buildings, and close-ups of flower pots on a window
ledge.
Historias and Familias rounds out a ten-year period of multidisciplinary collaboration
focused on exploring culturally specific narratives, grounded in ideas of migration, popular
culture, and family, amongst others. In 1992, Historias ambitiously aimed to assess the history of
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various forms of violence in Puerto Rico through numerous scenes; and it effectively created a
visual collage of historical realities governments would prefer society forget. In 1995, Familias
pushed their collaborative approach further still. With family and community as their focus, the
artists successfully negotiated meaningful collaboration and representation without stereotyping.
Familias marked the end of their collaboration and the 1990s saw their respective art practices
take different directions. Osorio wished to focus on his installations, and Soto found a level of
choreographic self-assurance that pushed her in other directions. Their multidisciplinary projects
required substantial funding, and as monetary support ran out, and their needs to support a family
of four increased, the artists made the decision to move on. 276
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Conclusion: Reflecting on a Collaboration
By the time installation artist Pepón Osorio and choreographer Merián Soto decided to
conclude their over ten-year period of artistic partnership with the culmination of their most
collaborative project to date, Familias (1995), their multidisciplinary collaboration had deeply
informed their individual practices, and had provided expansive notions of artmaking that suited
the complex cultural issues in their repertoire. Spanning from 1985 to 1995, Osorio and Soto’s
projects endeavored, to varying degrees, to engage with their context—as Puerto Ricans,
Nuyoricans, and Latinx people—without being bound by it. Until recently, these collaborative
works have received limited and noncomprehensive assessments. They deserve sustained
attention considering their vital role in Osorio and Soto’s artistic development, the works’
support at numerous downtown New York City venues, and the projects’ merits as layered
negotiations of culture, family, and history. By bridging the scholarship on the artists, building
out their collaboration trajectory, and assessing select projects, this thesis reintroduces the
significance Osorio and Soto’s collaborative multidisciplinary and culturally-specific
investigations.
Osorio and Soto’s collaborative trajectory resists the divisions that often isolate
disciplines and offere a clear picture of two artists with similar thematic concerns: popular
traditions, hierarchy of aesthetics, community, historical amnesia, and migration. Three chapters
cover the ten years of their collaboration, their trajectory and the multidisciplinary complexity of
their works. In Chapter One, the early stages of exchange and the first instance of collaboration
focus on mediating cultural references with abstraction. The definitive shift came by way of two
early works, Escalio (1984) and Cocinando (1985). While they both made references to Puerto
Rican cultural signifiers, Escalio veered too strongly towards abstraction within the museum
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space of El Museo del Barrio; the sculptural paintings, like rudimentary dwellings, and the soil
covered gallery floors, supplemented a performance of abstracted gestures of labor. Conversely
Cocinando, presented at P.S.1, homed in on the artists’ preferred terminology for their works,
and the relevant visual of land rescuers—a reference to 1960s grassroots social movements in
Puerto Rico that claimed unoccupied land. The artists’ strategies of recovering cultural and
visual traditions negotiate a balance between explorations with abstracted salsa and plena, and
the construction of a house on the P.S.1 stage. Chapter Two turns to No Regrets (1988) and
Broken Hearts (1990), as examples of the artists’ creative vision finding its stride. Returning to
the popular culture, No Regrets uses the structure and imagery of telenovelas and the fotonovelas
to tell the story of a working-class woman based in the Bronx who is stuck between the men in
her life and her ambitions. Soto’s choreography conveys the breadth of emotion that María
cannot, and Osorio’s installation transforms the stage with wallpaper and an ornate chandelier.
Layered throughout the performance are covert references to Latin dance styles and music. In
Broken Hearts (1990), presented at the Dance Theater Workshop, the history of Puerto Rican
migration is told through multidisciplinary means. Motifs of migratory patterns are materialized
through movement and luggage props. Conversely, Osorio swaths the audience’s seats in purple
fabric and inserts a sofa embroidered with a sad tale of a mother’s suicide. The final chapter
turns to Osorio and Soto’s most ambitious projects, and the final stretch of their collaboration.
Historias (1992) tackles the history of multiple kinds of violence in Puerto Rico from labor
abuse to pressured sterilizations. Osorio’s installation covers the theatre with images of enslaved
individuals and groups. Their final project, a collaboration with their adoptive South Bronx
community, titled Familias (1995), involved a fifteen-month residency in which the community
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became deeply involved in the process, with some members eventually performing in the final
version.
While this thesis does not include all of Osorio and Soto’s collaborative projects, the
grouping of six provides an opportunity to expand on the multidisciplinary experience of these
works, how these projects worked within and responded to their culturally specific contexts, and
how the artists’ individual practices allowed them to create complex representations of identity.
Recounting these performances as they were experienced from Osorio’s installations, to Soto’s
choreography, to their collaborators’ contributions, picks up where the existing scholarship
misses the mark on speaking to their multidisciplinary collaborative essence. Osorio and Soto’s
focus on a Puerto Rican, Nuyorican, Latinx experience in their joint projects was supported by
their multidisciplinary approach. Soto’s choreographic vision that brings together her vast dance
training (form ballet to salsa) and her ethos of the body as repository of our histories provides
these performances with the nuances of culture and human experiences. Osorio’s installations,
objects, and costumes assert the themes explored in their projects within spaces that were not
invested in their cultural narratives, they complicated the dynamics of aesthetic hierarchies, and
reminded viewers of the significance of objects as keepers of our stories. Layering installation,
choreography, video, photography, and music revealed the possibilities of multidisciplinary
strategies to present layered and complex assessments of cultural narratives. This thesis is but
one step towards establishing a fuller understanding of Osorio and Soto’s collaborative projects.
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28, 1988. 59 mins. Videocassette, NTSC. Dance Theater Workshop Video Archive, New
York Public Library Digital Collections. Jerome Robbins Dance Division, New York
Public Library, NY. January 17, 2020. http://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/5cc4a1b06f29-0131-9cac-3c075448cc4b
——— and Merián Soto. Broken Hearts. Concept and direction by Merián Soto and Pepón
Osorio. Choreography by Merián Soto, in collaboration with dancers. Installation and
costumes by Pepón Osorio. Script by Lourdes Torres Camacho. Film and film installation
by Alfredo Béjar and Ela Troyano. Music by Carl Royce. Dancers are James Adlesic,
Lori Brungard, Ching González, Ritangela Spadola, Merián Soto, Evelyn Vélez. Dance
Theater Workshop, NY. April 20, 1990. 64 mins. Video on private Vimeo account.
Access provided to the author by the artist Merián Soto, March 14, 2020.
——— and Merián Soto. Broken Hearts. Video recording by Video D Studios. Concept and
direction by Merián Soto and Pepón Osorio. Choreography by Merián Soto, in
collaboration with dancers. Installation and costumes by Pepón Osorio. Script by Lourdes
Torres Camacho. Film and film installation by Alfredo Béjar and Ela Troyano. Music by
Carl Royce. Lighting by Lori Dawson. Dancers are James Adlesic, Lori Brungard, Ching
González, Ritangela Spadola, Merián Soto, Evelyn Vélez. Dance Theater Workshop, NY.
April 20, 1990. 64 mins. Videocassette, U-matic. Dance Theater Workshop Video
Archive, New York Public Library Digital Collections. Jerome Robbins Dance Division,
New York Public Library, NY. January 17, 2020.
https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/de997ac0-4b5d-0133-3bca-60f81dd2b63c
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——— and Merián Soto. “The Decade Show Performance Series: Merián Soto and Pepón
Osorio (June 6 1990).” Filmed at Dance Theater Workshop on June 6, 1990. New
Museum Digital Archive. Accessed April 26, 2021.
https://archive.newmuseum.org/videos/9143.
——— and Merián Soto. Historias. Video recording by Irene Sosa. Concept and direction by
Merián Soto and Pepón Osorio. Choreography by Merián Soto, in collaboration with
dancers. Installation and costumes by Pepón Osorio. Script by Lourdes Torres Camacho,
Merián Soto, and Pepón Osorio. Film by Irene Sosa. Music by Carl Royce. Technical
direction by John Evans. Dancers are James Adlesic, Lori Brungard, Niles Ford, Evelyn
Vélez, and Kathy Westwater. Dance Theater Workshop, NY. November 1992. 77 mins.
Video on private Vimeo account. Access provided to the author by the artist Merián Soto,
March 14, 2020.
——— and Merián Soto. Historias. Video recording by Irene Sosa. Concept and direction by
Merián Soto and Pepón Osorio. Choreography by Merián Soto, in collaboration with
dancers. Installation and costumes by Pepón Osorio. Script by Lourdes Torres Camacho,
Merián Soto, and Pepón Osorio. Film by Irene Sosa. Music by Carl Royce. Technical
direction by John Evans. Dancers are James Adlesic, Lori Brungard, Niles Ford, Evelyn
Vélez, and Kathy Westwater. Dance Theater Workshop, NY. November 1992. 77 mins.
VHS, NTSC. Performing Arts Research Collections – Dance, New York Public Library,
NY (*MGZIA 4-8125).
——— and Merián Soto. Familias. Video recording by BronxNet. Concept and direction by
Merián Soto and Pepón Osorio. Choreography by Merián Soto in collaboration with
James Adlesic, Patricia Davila, Niles Ford, Merceditas Mañago, and Kathy Westwater.
Set and costumes by Pepón Osorio. Video by Irene Sosa. Music by Carl Royce. Dancers
are James Adlesic, Patricia Davila, Niles Ford, Merceditas Mañago, and Kathy
Westwater, and featuring an extended cast. Hostos Center for Arts and Culture, Hostos
Community College, Bronx, NY. December 1995. 100 mins. Video on private Vimeo
account. Access provided to the author by the artist Merián Soto, March 14, 2020.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
All works are by Pepón Osorio and Merián Soto unless otherwise indicated.

Figure 1: Installation for No Regrets, performed at P.S. 122, March 25-27 and April 1-3, 1988, in
Con to’los Hierros: A Retrospective of the work of Pepón (New York: El Museo del Barrio,
1991), 29. Photo: Estela Morales-Amaral

Figure 2: Pepón Osorio, El Chandelier, 1988. Functional metal and glass chandelier with plastic
toys and figurines, glass crystals, and other objects, 60 7⁄8 x 42 in. (154.6 x 106.7 cm) diam.
Smithsonian American Art Museum, Washington, D.C., Museum purchase through the
Smithsonian Latino Initiatives Pool and the Smithsonian Institution Collections Acquisition
Program, 1995.40. © 1988, Pepón Osorio
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Figure 3: Video still of video component of No Regrets, performed at P.S. 122, March 25, 1988.
Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 4: Video still of slideshow component of No Regrets, performed at P.S. 122, March 25,
1988. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 5: Pepón Osorio, Escalio, 1984. Installation with dyed cloth, wood, rope, liana, 96 x 360
240 in. (37.8 x 141.8 x 94.5 cm). Collection of the artist, in Pepón Osorio: De Puerta En Puerta
= Door to Door: San Juan, Puerto Rico 2000-2001 (San Juan, PR: EAP Press, 2000), 90. Photo:
Robert Biancci

Figure 6: Video still of Escalio performance recording, performed at El Museo del Barrio, May
18, 1984. Video: Tony Bruskas, Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 7: Video still of Escalio performance recording, performed at El Museo del Barrio, May
18, 1984. Video: Tony Bruskas, Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 8: Video still of Escalio performance recording, performed at El Museo del Barrio, May
18, 1984. Video: Tony Bruskas, Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 9: Video still of Cocinando performance recording, performed at P.S.1, June 15-16 and
22-23, 1985. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 10: Video still of Cocinando performance recording, performed at P.S.1, June 15-16 and
22-23, 1985. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 11: Video still of Cocinando performance recording, performed at P.S.1, June 15-16 and
22-23, 1985. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 12: Video still of Cocinando performance recording, performed at P.S.1, June 15-16 and
22-23, 1985. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 13: Video still of Cocinando performance recording, performed at P.S.1, June 15-16 and
22-23, 1985. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 14: Video still of Cocinando performance recording, performed at P.S.1, June 15-16 and
22-23, 1985. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 15: (Seated) Merián Soto in Cocinando, performed at P.S.1, June 15-16 and 22-23, 1985.
Photo: Tom Brazil. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 16: Video still of Cocinando performance recording, performed at P.S.1, June 15-16 and
22-23, 1985. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 17: Video still of Cocinando performance recording, performed at P.S.1, June 15-16 and
22-23, 1985. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 18: Video still of Cocinando performance recording, performed at P.S.1, June 15-16 and
22-23, 1985. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 19: (Left to right) Patti Bradshaw, Mari Martín, Beti García in Cocinando, performed at
P.S.1, June 15-16 and 22-23, 1985. Photo: Tom Brazil. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 20: Video still of Cocinando performance recording, performed at P.S.1, June 15-16 and
22-23, 1985. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 21: Video still of No Regrets performance recoding, performed at P.S. 122, March 25-27
and April 1-3, 1988. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 22: No Regrets, performed at P.S. 122, March 25-27 and April 1-3, 1988. Photo: Beatriz
Schiller. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 23: No Regrets, performed at P.S. 122, March 25-27 and April 1-3, 1988. Photo: Beatriz
Schiller. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 24: Video still of video component of No Regrets, performed at P.S. 122, March 25-27
and April 1-3, 1988. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 25: Video still of No Regrets performance recording, performed at P.S. 122, March 25-27
and April 1-3, 1988. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 26: Merián Soto in No Regrets, performed at P.S. 122, March 25-27 and April 1-3, 1988.
Photo: Beatriz Schiller. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 27: Video still of No Regrets performance recording, performed at P.S. 122, March 25-27
and April 1-3, 1988. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 28: Video still of Broken Hearts performance recoding, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, April 20, 1990. Video: Video D Studios. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 29: Broken Hearts, performed at the Dance Theater Workshop, April 18-22, 1990. Photo:
Tom Brazil. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 30: Video still of Broken Hearts performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, April 20, 1990. Video: Video D Studios. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 31: Video still of Broken Hearts performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, April 20, 1990. Video: Video D Studios. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 32: Installation for Broken Hearts, performed at the Dance Theater Workshop, April 1822, 1990, in Joan Acocella, “Plastic Heaven,” Artforum 30, No. 5 (January 1992): 67.
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Figure 33: Pepón Osorio, A Mis Adorables Hijas (To My Darling Daughters), 1990. Mixed
media on sofa, 75 x 46 x 34 in (190.5 x 116.8 x 86.4 cm). Collection of the Artist, in Pepón
Osorio and Joelle Te Paske, “An Interview with 2018 CAA Distinguished Artist Awardee Pepón
Osorio,” CAA News Today, College Art Association, February 6, 2018,
https://www.collegeart.org/news/2018/02/06/an-interview-with-2018-caa-distinguished-artistawardee-pepon-osorio/ Photo: Carlos Avedaños

Figure 34: Broken Hearts, performed at the Dance Theater Workshop, April 18-22, 1990. Photo:
Tom Brazil. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 35: Video still of Broken Hearts performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, April 20, 1990. Video: Video D Studios. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 36: Video still of Broken Hearts performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, April 20, 1990. Video: Video D Studios. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 37: Video still of Broken Hearts performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, April 20, 1990. Video: Video D Studios. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 38: Video still of Broken Hearts performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, April 20, 1990. Video: Video D Studios. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 39: Video still of Historias performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22, 1992. Video: Irene Sosa. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 40: Video still of Historias performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22, 1992. Video: Irene Sosa. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 41: Video still of Historias performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22, 1992. Video: Irene Sosa. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 42: Video still of Historias performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22, 1992. Video: Irene Sosa. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 43: Video still of Historias performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22, 1992. Video: Irene Sosa. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 44: Video still of Historias performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22, 1992. Video: Irene Sosa. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 45: Video still of Historias performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22, 1992. Video: Irene Sosa. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 46: Video still of Historias performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22, 1992. Video: Irene Sosa. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 47: Video still of Historias performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22, 1992. Video: Irene Sosa. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 48: Niles Ford and Lori Brungard in Historias, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22, 1992. Photo: Tom Brazil. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 49: Video still of Historias performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22, 1992. Video: Irene Sosa. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 50: Video still of Historias performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22, 1992. Video: Irene Sosa. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 51: Video still of Historias performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22, 1992. Video: Irene Sosa. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 52: Video still of Historias performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22, 1992. Video: Irene Sosa. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 53: Video still of Historias performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22, 1992. Video: Irene Sosa. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 54: Video still of Historias performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater
Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22, 1992. Video: Irene Sosa. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 55:
still of

Video
Historias

performance recording, performed at the Dance Theater Workshop, November 12-15 and 19-22,
1992. Video: Irene Sosa. Courtesy Merián Soto

Figure 56: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto
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Figure 57: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto

Figure 58: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto
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Figure 59: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto

Figure 60: James Adlesic, Patricia Davila, Merceditas Mañago, and Kathy Westwater in
Familias, performed at the Hostos Center for Arts and Culture, Bronx December 8-10 and 15-17,
1995. Photo: Tom Brazil. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 61: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto

Figure 62: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto
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Figure 63: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto

Figure 64: James Adlesic, Patricia Davila, Niles Ford, Merceditas Mañago, and Kathy
Westwater Familias, performed at the Hostos Center for Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 810 and 15-17, 1995. Photo: Tom Brazil. Courtesy Merián Soto
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Figure 65: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto

Figure 66: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto
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Figure 67: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto

Figure 68: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto
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Figure 69: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto

Figure 70: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto
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Figure 71: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto

Figure 72: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto
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Figure 73: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto

Figure 74: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto
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Figure 75: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto

Figure 76: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto
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Figure 77: Video still of Familias performance recording, performed at the Hostos Center for
Arts and Culture, Bronx, December 8-10 and 15-17, 1995. Video: Bronx Live! Courtesy Merián
Soto
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